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UNIVERSALITY
As a designer committed to
User-Centered design, I am hoping
most people can access and
understand the design.
ACCESSIBILITY
“Design is for everyone.” This is my
core design philosophy. I believe
design should be available to most
people anywhere, anytime, regardless
of their language, age, gender, etc.

EMPATHIC DESIGN
Since design is for people, it must be
created with a consideration of users’
emotions, feelings, thoughts, and
behavior so that the design can be
used effectively.

INFORMATION
Communicating and delivering
information with compelling visuals is
a key component of my design work.
Not only printed designs, but digital
product design (e.g., App design)
is also a part of information design
since we have to organize the
information on a digital platform.
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keywords

SEMIOTICS
The International Organization for
Standardization’s (ISO) visual symbols
communicate safety to people in their
daily life. Icons or symbols are tools
for communicating with people
regardless of their language, country,
or culture.

DATA VISUALIZATION
Data visualization not only conveys
information but also brings out the
beauty of visual form when designers
translate it with their own visual
language. In this process, the aesthetic
of data visualization becomes a
sufficient factor in attracting
people’s attention.

METAPHOR
Metaphors are one of the ways that a
designer can bring humor, as it
represents an idea that is not true in a
real-life situation.

PICTORIAL
It resonates with one of my design
developments: iconography. Pictorial,
or icons, are an effective and simple
way to deliver the meaning
or message.
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CONNECTIVITY
It comes from both user-centered
design and metaphors. If it focuses
on user-centered design, the design
connects the designers with the
users. If we focus on metaphor, the
design would connect the real world
that we live in with an imaginary world
that the design would represent.

HUMAN CENTERED
My design will be Human-Centered
and User-Centered, which considers
people’s feelings and behaviors. It
could draw from scientific research
data or interviews, and the design
would adapt depending on people’s
thoughts, thus allowing them to
pursue a better experience.

PROBLEM-SOLVING
“Design has to solve a problem.” This
is another of my design philosophies.
By solving design problems that
people suffer from, design can give a
better experience to users.

GEOMETRY
This method is used for creating
icons in my design. While studying
mathematics and science, I have
been trained to translate or obtain
information using geometric shapes
while looking at graphs that represent
data. This experience of mine leads
me to apply this to the design naturally.

ANTHROPOMORPHIC
By animating, or giving life, to inanimate
objects, a design can draw people’s
attention. Anthropomorphizing can
expand my design audience from kids
to adults, and increase the accessibility
and universality of my design.
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keywords

PRIMARY COLORS
Primary colors are my key design
elements in communicating with the
audience. The goal of using primary
colors is to make the design engaging
for both kids and adults.
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CONNECT: Translating Complexity through
Visual Simplification brings complex data into
concise visual systems that encourage ease of
access. With a background in Human Factors
Engineering, user engagement remains a central
focus in my design. Whether reducing barriers
to scientific information or untangling deeply
complex data, design must contain intuitive
concepts without the need for extended
explanation. Using bold color and geometric
shapes as the core design language to render
pictorial narratives, this thesis maps my
development as an information designer
through modes of gathering, deciphering,
and interpreting.
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abstract

Introduction
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Design permeates our daily life,
improving the efficiency and quality of
our interactions. An app icon on a
laptop lets you know about specific
functions and programs at a glance,
a Zoom interface allows for collective
gathering in an online space, and a
newspaper website organizes information
about the world.

The industrial designer Dieter Rams,
who has influenced the design of many
products, said, “My aim is to omit
everything superfluous so that the
essential is shown to the best possible
advantage.” I admire Rams’ dedication
to concision. For this reason, primary
colors and simple shapes play a
commanding role in my design language.

As a designer who studied Human
Factors Engineering and biology, I have
always been interested in humans
and how they interact with the world
around them. For this reason, I have
focused on user-centered design. In all
instances, I want to make people
react intuitively to my designs in order
to reduce confusion. Reaction time and
ease (both physically and psychologically)
are essential.

As a designer (or information translator),
I work to connect with my audiences
through various forms of information
design, and always with a commitment
to translating complex information
through visual simplification.
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introduction
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In my experience studying science, I
encountered barriers to understanding
systems that exist at a microscopic
level. My initial commitment to
information design was to increase
accessibility to this rich, mostly
invisible world of scientific knowledge.
While the design of science-related
information was my starting point, I
have applied design to a wider range of
complex information.
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introduction

Basic shapes have been used since
3200 BCE. They appear in Egypt in the
form of hieroglyphs, which represent
objects or ideas in simple models to
convey messages to people. I developed
my own visual language in 2022 based
on the hieroglyphic principle of
communicating through shapes that
contain intuitive concepts without the
need for further explanation.
The reason why I apply bright colors in
my designs is to attract people’s
attention and engage them in design or
information. Bright primary colors and
good color combinations brighten the
mood of people or their surroundings
and make access to complex
information psychologically easier.
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My design development starts
from untangling complexity,
storytelling and personification,
iconography, and lastly, instructing
simplification to be an information
translator. This thesis is speaking
on how I have developed my
visual language as an information
designer and the ways that it
can be applied universally.
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introduction

Design Research
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History of Visual Simplification (1), (2), (3)

3200 B.C

3000 B.C.E

[1]

HIEROGLYPHS (4)
These are characters that are modeled on
an object and express the object or related
ideas. They include Early Chinese and
ancient Egyptian characters. They were
used for recording agricultural products or
craftworks, and they are characterized by a
simplified shape of the original form.

1401

[2]

CUNEIFORM (5), (6)
The original form of the cuneiform was
a pictogram from Mesopotamia and was
used as a symbol for counting and recording
the number of offerings to temples. Objects
such as barley, beer, and sheep were
drawn, and numbers were indicated by
short lines or repetitions of circles.
Characters were engraved on a tablet made
of hardened clay using a pen made of reeds
or metal.

1876

[3]

[4]

HERALDRY (10), (11)
They began in the ancient and middle ages
with the inscriptions of a man’s family on
military flags or shields. A certain set of
colors and shapes would represent a
certain noble family.

LOGO (12), (13)
Logo is usually a symbol that represents a
company or business. It is an identity
element that reflects the attitudes and
values of a company. It has to convey a
lot in a few elements (such as geometric
shapes and colors).

Image Source
[1] Temple of Kom Ombo: hieroglyphs, Encyclopædia Britannica
[2] Sumerian cuneiform tablet, Encyclopædia Britannica
[3] The German Hyghalmen Roll from the late fifteenth century, Unknown author/Wikimedia Commons
[4] Bass Brewery logo, logodesignlove.com
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650 B.C

history of visual simplification

221 B.C
[6]

[5]

DEMOTIC (7)
A simplified version of the hieroglyphs of
ancient Egypt. It was used on papyrus and
ostraca as writing letters for official documents, epistles, and literary texts.

CHINESE CHARACTERS (8), (9)
Also known as Hanzi. Chinese characters
are one of the earliest forms of written
language in the world. The earliest Chinese
characters are logograms, pictographic, or
represent a picture for writing.

1947

1984
[7]

ISO’S SAFETY ICONS (14), (15)
The International Organization for
Standardization is an international standard
development organization composed of
representatives from the national standards
organizations of member countries. Founded
on 23 February 1947, it’s headquartered in
Geneva, Switzerland. This organization
created safety icons, which can communicate
with people universally regardless of
country, language, or culture.

[8]

DIGITAL ICONS (16)
A small picture or symbol that is displayed
on the computer screen. They display
functions easily and intuitively. As graphical
user interfaces evolve, they are being
researched and developed as an alternative
to language. They make functions, programs,
and data files easy for users to recognize
and make use of computers easier, even
for beginners.

Image Source
[5] Replica of the Rosetta Stone, Chris 73/Wikimedia Commons
[6] Small Seal Characters, Leyi Li. 2000. Tracing the Roots of Chinese Characters: 500 Cases
[7] Emergency exit & General warning sign, ISO.org
[8] Mail icon in the IOS environment, developer.apple.com
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Design
Development
[01]		Untangling Complexity
[02]		Storytelling & Personification
[03]		Iconography
[04]		Instructing Simplification
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[01]
Untangling
Complexity

22

design development

My information design journey starts
with untangling complex information.
This started between 2020 and 2021,
at a time when I had yet to develop my
own visual style. Still, the goal of the
projects was to deliver information to
audiences in a way that resonates with
my core design philosophy: reducing
the barrier to information.
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Venezuela
Information Design
Poster, 700 x 500mm

24

untangling complexity

Venezuela’s data is presented in one
newspaper spread. Inspired by the
newspaper, all of the data and maps
are represented in squares with black
and white as the main colors; red is
used as an accent color. Since most of
the layout of the newspaper is
rectangular, all the visual elements
are represented using squares. I also
drew graphs using metaphors such as
trains, airplanes, thermometers, and
natural disasters. The raw information
was provided in text, and I retranslated
the information using visual elements
so that people can sense the scale,
number, or history at a glance.
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Raw Information

[9]

[10]

These scanned images
represent information
about Venezuela, such as
population, economy, energy,
and etc. However, all the
information appears as
text with a dense layout.
As a result, people might
not absorb information in
a short amount of time.

Image Source
The scanned images were provided by Douglass Scott in the Mapping Information class at Rhode Island School of Design
[9] Pocket World In Figures, The Economist
[10] World Almanac and Book of Facts, Sarah Janssen
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venezuela information design
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By using simple
shapes and icons
to represent the
information in one
spread, people can
sense patterns
occurring within the
data, and obtain a
general overview of
the information.
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venezuela information design
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Films in New York City
Poster, 279.48 x 431.88mm
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untangling complexity

I have compiled information about
movies that were filmed in New York
City during the 1950s-2000s. Each
color represents the type of film, and
the information is categorized according
to different NYC locations, namely,
Downtown, Midtown, Uptown, Brooklyn,
and Queens. At a glance, there is an
increase in types of movies as time
goes on, and there have also been an
increase in movies of a certain genre in
a certain year. This indicates that
movies also reflect the situation of
the time.
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Raw Data
Data Provided by Office of Film, Theatre, and Broadcasting (FILM),
and downloaded from ‘NYC Open Data’

[a] Screenshot by Ilhee Park
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Scroooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooll
films in new york city

[a]
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Design Process
1		Pin the film locations on Google Maps

2-2		Mark movie genre on Excel, and organize
		by year (1990s)

[b]

[c]

2-1 		Mark movie genre on Excel, and organize
			by year (2000s)

2-3		Mark movie genre on Excel, and organize
		by year (1980s)

[d]

[e]

[b], [c], [d], [e] Image by Ilhee Park
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films in new york city
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2-4		Mark movie genre on Excel, and organize
		by year (1970s)

2-6		Mark movie genre on Excel, and organize
		by year (1950s)
[a]

[f]

[g]

2-5				Mark movie genre on Excel, and organize
		by year (1960s)

3		Combine location and year data on Excel

[h]
[i]
[f], [g], [h], [i] Image by Ilhee Park
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films in new york city
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films in new york city
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3 Trips
Poster, 279.4 x 127mm / 558.8 x 127mm / 838.2 x 127mm
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untangling complexity

The three journeys represent trips
taken from my Providence home to the
CIT building, Times Square, and my
home in South Korea. The line is in the
same direction and shape as the route
on the actual map, and the color of the
line indicates the type of transportation.
The amount of time and money spent
on the journey accumulates at the
bottom of the works.
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Departure

Destination

Spent Money

42

Spent Time

3 trips

Event / Action

Same Shape as Route
on the Actual Map

Transportation
Each color represents
different transportation.
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These three works comprise one set that represents my personal
journey. The shorter paper is the shorter journey.
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3 trips
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[02]
Storytelling &
Personification

46

design development

Storytelling and personification are
other key methods to represent the
information more engagingly and simply.
I developed the information design
from my personal experience and story. By
giving life to inanimate objects, which
is anthropomorphic, I can motivate
people to engage with the information
that I want to convey.
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Manual for Depression
Newspaper, 350 x 500mm

For the ‘On This Day’ Project each
student was given the specific date of
February 23 and asked to capture an
event that occurred on this date. On
February 23, 1947, the International
Organization of Standardization (ISO)
was founded in Geneva, Switzerland,
offering an extensive system of safety
icons. With these guidelines for featuring
communication through an accessible
visual language, a parallel pictorial
system came to mind: the Gundam
Robot Building Instructions presented
in Japanese.
Even though I don’t know any Japanese,
I am able to build the robots since it
represents information visually rather
than language. As mental health was a
prominent topic in the media, I worked
with the theme of depression. This
manual will guide you through how to
get depressed. In fact, the backside of
this contains the meaning of ‘never imitate.’
It tells people to avoid this method
while showing the process of becoming
depressed that no one wants.
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storytelling & personification
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Front

Ins

ide

Spr
ead

Back
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manual for depression
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What Should I Wear Today?
Website prototype

Upon arrival in the United States, one
of the most challenging issues that I
faced was the discrepancy between
temperature systems. The U.S. uses
Fahrenheit to read the temperature,
compared to the internationally-used
system of celcius. Given this issue,
I was confused about what I should
wear, so daily, I referred to the outfits
worn by people seen from outside of
my window.
This website generates simple
information to support wardrobe
choices. The user enters a zip code,
and both temperature systems appear,
followed by an image feed for each
location and an accompanying vignette
to register context about what we
should wear every morning. Users can
also adjust cold and hot intolerances
to customize their reactions.
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storytelling & personification
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My Location
Users can set the
location by typing
the zip code. This
can be edited later.
Image Location
& Date

Fahrenheit

Celsius

Background Image
Users can choose
an appropriate outfit
based on the image
related to the
temperature.

Story of the Image
It provides a story
of the image so that
users can feel
connected to
the image.

[11]

Cold Intolerance
Adjustment Slide Bar
Users also adjust
cold intolerance to
get personalized
information.

Credit of the Image
All the back images
with watermarks
were downloaded
from alamy.com.
Credit is provided for
each picture.

Background Image Source
The background image with watermarks was downloaded from alamy.com
[11] Ann E Parry/Alamy Live News
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what should i wear today?
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[12]

14 °F / -10 °C
Tourists from Ireland have drinks at
the Angiyok ice bar.

[13]

41 °F / 5 °C
A citizen rides a bike in the rain
in Shenyang.

[16]

62.6 °F / 17°C
Young people enjoying a drink in Leeds
city centre. Leeds enjoyed a warm evening
after a day of unbroken sunshine.

[17]

111.2 °F / 44 °C
A man protects a child and himself
from the sun with an umbrella.

[14]

86 °F / 30 °C
A man runs into the sea at Aberystwyth.

[15]

48.2 °F / 9 °C
People enjoy a sunny day in a street
cafe at Berlin’s Brandenburg Gate.

[18]

82.4 °F / 28 °C
A woman sunbathes with her dog at a
public beach in Beirut.

[19]

91.4 °F / 33 °C
Members of the public are seen
playing guitar at Endcliffe Park.

Background Image Source
All the background images with watermarks were downloaded from alamy.com
[12] FABRIZIO BENSCH/ REUTERS / Alamy Stock Photo
[13] Xinhua / Alamy Stock Photo
[14] keith morris news / Alamy Stock Photo
[15] FABRIZIO BENSCH / REUTERS / Alamy Stock Photo
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what should i wear today?

Background Image Source
All the background images with watermarks were downloaded from alamy.com
[16] Innovation Works UK Ltd / Alamy Stock Photo
[17] Xinhua / Alamy Stock Photo
[18] JAMAL SAIDI / REUTERS / Alamy Stock Photo
[19] Ioannis Alexopoulos / Alamy Stock Photo
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[20]

44.6 °F / 7 °C
35 year old mother of three and her
husband Peter have been swimming
every day since last August.

[21]

5 °F / -15 °C
A man pushes a woman in a sleigh
while skating on the Rideau Canal.

[24]

87.8 °F / 31 °C
Families flock to Wimbledon Park to
cool off in the water playground.

[25]

57.2 °F / 14 °C
A couple seen walking through a
pathway during a hot day at the Botanical
Gardens in Sheffield.

[22]

19.4 °F / -7 °C
A woman feeds a squirrel during a
cold day in a park on Monday.

[23]

39.2 °F / 4 °C
Neptun descends into the 4 degrees
Celsius cold water of the Lake Helene
with around 20 fellow divers.

[26]

24.8 °F / -4 °C
A man rides his bicycle on a cold
winter morning in Srinagar.

[27]

55.4 °F / 13 °C
With sunshine and temperatures around
13 degrees Celsius, canoe enthusiasts
kick off the new canoe season.

Background Image Source
All the background images with watermarks were downloaded from alamy.com
[20] Andrew O’Brien / Alamy Stock Photo
[21] CHRIS WATTIE / REUTERS / Alamy Stock Photo
[22] VASILY FEDOSENKO/ REUTERS / Alamy Stock Photo
[23] dpa / dpa picture alliance / Alamy Stock Photo
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what should i wear today?

Background Image Source
All the background images with watermarks were downloaded from alamy.com
[24] mainpicture/ Alamy Live News
[25] ZUMA Press / ZUMA Press, Inc. / Alamy Stock Photo
[26] DANISH ISMAIL / REUTERS / Alamy Stock Photo
[27] dpa / dpa picture alliance archive / Alamy Stock Photo
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[28]

107.6 °F / 42 °C
Vendors sell car window shades in
Jammu, the winter capital of
Indian-controlled Kashmir.

[29]

42.8 °F / 6 °C
Pedestrians brave the freezing cold
lashing rain and gale force conditions
on Millenium Bridge.

[32]

26.6 °F / -3 °C
A family poses for a photograph with a
snow man in Sierra de Arteaga.

[33]

15.8 °F / -9 °C
A man stands under an umbrella
during a snowfall.

[30]

51.8 °F / 11 °C
Participants run towards the waters of
the North Sea during the annual New
Year’s plunge event.

[31]

8.6 °F / -13 °C
A woman removes snow from steps
while people walk pass.

[34]

33.8 °F / 1 °C
Nepalese people warm themselves by
a fire during a cold winter morning
in Kathmandu.

[35]

46.4 °F / 8 °C
Lots of people are out and about with
umbrellas due to some heavy rain.

Background Image Source
All the background images with watermarks were downloaded from alamy.com
[28] Xinhua / Alamy Stock Photo
[29] amer ghazzal / Alamy Stock Photo
[30] FRANCOIS LENOIR / REUTERS / Alamy Stock Photo
[31] GLEB GARANICH/REUTERS/ Alamy Stock Photo
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what should i wear today?

Background Image Source
All the background images with watermarks were downloaded from alamy.com
[32] DANIEL BECERRIL / REUTERS / Alamy Stock Photo
[33] SERGEI KARPUKHIN / REUTERS / Alamy Stock Photo
[34] NAVESH CHITRAKAR / REUTERS / Alamy Stock Photo
[35] PAL News / Alamy Stock Photo
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Rapa Nui Identity Design
1/3, 1/2, and full-page of The New Yorker ads, Booklet, Logo
66.32 x 275.17mm / 198.97 x 137.58mm / 198.97 x 275.17mm / 177.8 x 254mm

Rapa Nui National Park is one of the
UNESCO World Heritage sites. People
still do not know how these huge Moai
statues were created on Easter Island.
Inspired by this mysterious concept of
Rapa Nui, I imagined that Moai statues
could have fallen from the sky
through portals.
By using personification or anthropomorphic
methods, it simultaneously catches
people’s attention and delivers the
mysterious story of the Rapa Nui
through design.
In my identity system, I recreated the
portals using layers of oval forms for the
statues to fall through. This portal is a
metaphor for the mystery of Rapa Nui. I
translated and emphasized the
unresolved historical background so as
to better bring it to the audience’s
attention. This work is 1/3, 1/2, and
full-page of The New Yorker magazine
ads, booklet, and logo.
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storytelling & personification
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1/3 page of The New Yorker magazine ads (1)
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rapa nui identity design
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1/3 page of The New Yorker magazine ads (2)
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rapa nui identity design
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1/3 page of The New Yorker magazine ads (3)
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rapa nui identity design
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1/2 page of The New Yorker magazine ads

71
rapa nui identity design
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Full-page of The New Yorker magazine ads

73
rapa nui identity design
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Booklet

Morning

Evening

Night

The booklet has a sequence starting from the morning, then
continuing to the evening and to the night. Each color
represents the time of day: sky blue represents morning,
orange represents evening, and purple represents night. As
the people go through the entire pages of the booklet, they
can experience the progression of time.

74

rapa nui identity design
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[03]
Iconography

76

design development

Iconography is my essential visual
language for representing information.
Using simple shapes and primary
colors amplifies my methods, so that
they can be accessed by not only
adults but also children.

77

BodyCity
Icons & Graphic
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iconography

BodyCity aims to deliver science-related
information. This work includes a
metaphor of the city to represent the
information about the human body.
Just as each department or institution
in the city we live in does different
things, they are also connected together
so that the city can function. Similarly,
each body part works together in their
different roles to move our body.

79

Welcome to BodyCity!

To start, I visualized each body part through icons and applied a
metaphor of the departments in a city that have similar functions.

Department of Food

Surveillance Department

Roundabout

Department of Security

Department of Noise

Clean Air Institution

Stomach

Eye

Heart

Immune System

Ear

Lungs

Tollgate

Information Center

Transportation

Construction Center

Highway

Exchange Department

Nose

DNA

Blood

Bone

Muscle

Alveoli

Nutrition Institute

Food Administration

Mayor

Department of Energy

Internet

Clean Administration

Small Intestine

Mouth

Brain

Mitochondrion

Nerve System

Kidneys

80

bodycity
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How does BodyCity
make energy?
Respiratory & Digestive System

At the next step, I visualized how our body makes energy to move. The organ
that makes energy is the mitochondria in the human cell, and two journeys
are required to create energy in the mitochondria: glucose’s digestive system
journey and the oxygen’s respiratory system journey. These two journeys
start in two different parts—the mouth and nose—but in the final stage of the
journey, they meet in the mitochondria. Writing a number or alphabet letter in
each step and adding a short text explanation of the sequence of the journey
gives an opportunity for more in-depth understanding.

Journey 1: Respiratory System

Meet in the Department of Energy (Mitocho

Journey 2: Digestive System

Meet in the Department of Energy (m i t o c h o

n

dr

dr

ia)

ia)

82

bodycity

n
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07

The lungs are like a sponge,
they shrink and expand when
we are inhaling and exhaling.

08
MITOCHONDRION

The blood cells reach the
human cell where the
mitochondrion is. The oxygen
transfers from the blood cell to
the human cell.

04
ALVEOLI

bodycity

Oxygen enters the heart, which
pumps it throughout the body.
It passes through and leaves,
heading to the human cells.

03

HUMAN CELL

84

06
HEART

CAPILLIARIES

Once the oxygen is going into
the alveoli, it rides blood cells
to have a faster journey.

Oxygen goes into the nose
after the lungs get signals from
the brain.

LUNGS

05

NOSE

BRAIN

Journey 1: Respiratory System
brain sends signals to the
01 The
02
lungs to breathe.

The lungs have a lot of
bubble-shaped structures,
which are called Alveoli and
are wrapped with capillaries.

The mitochondrion is like an
energy generator. When the
oxygen goes into the
mitochondrion and meets
glucose, it creates ATP energy,
which makes us move, feel,
see, run, and live.

85

E
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bodycity

G

The blood cells reach the
human cell where the
mitochondrion is. The glucose
transfers from the blood cell to
human cell.

VILLI

SMALL INTESTINE

STOMACH

F

Capillaries are full of blood
cells. The glucose rides blood
cells to have a faster journey.

C

The small intestine also has a
liquid that melts glucose.
Glucose gets smaller while
passing the small intestine.

D

MITOCHONDRION

Once the glucose enters microvilli
and villi, it goes into capillaries,
which are inside of villi.

B

The stomach has a magic liquid
that breaks glucose in half.
Half-glucose enters the
small intestine.

HUMAN CELL

CAPILLARIES

A

Food, in other words, glucose
goes into the mouth, and enters
the stomach.

BLOOD CELL

MOUTH

Journey 2: Digestive System

H

The small intestine’s inside is
like a fluffy rug, with a lot of villi.
The villi absorb glucose.

The mitochondrion is like an
energy generator. When the
glucose goes into the
mitochondrion and meets
oxygen, it creates ATP energy,
which makes us move, feel, see,
run, and live.
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Intruders

Viruses are intruders into our bodies. They attack our bodies and make us
sick. There are various virus types, such as helical, polyhedral, spherical, and
complex. Based on the virus structure, I visualized real human body viruses
with mugshots managed by the Department of Security, which is the
Immune System.

Virus

INFLUENZA
Spherical

EBOLA VIRUS
Helical

ADENOVIRUS
Polyhedral

SARS-COV-2
Spherical

BACTERIOPHAGE
Complex

MASTADENOVIRUS
Polyhedral

COVID-19
Spherical

RABIES VIRUS
Bullet-shaped
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Department of Security
Immune System
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Data Storage History
Icon Design

94

iconography

I represent Data storage history by
using simplified graphic language. It
starts from the punch card and ends at
the cloud storage, which has unlimited
volume. Each graphic also represents
the real dimensions/ratio of data storage
physically, so that people can sense
the form and size. Especially as we are
seeing cloud storage through the
monitor, I decided to use a monitor
screen size to represent the cloud
storage. Each icon is organized by the
year when it first arrived in the world.
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1890
Punch card

0.08 KB

1932
Magnetic Drum

48 KB

[37]

[36]

Image Source
[36] Punch Card, twobithistory.org
[37] Magnetic Drum, extremetech.com
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1951
Cassette Tape

231 KB

1951
Magnetic Core

2 KB

[39]

[38]

Image Source
[38] Cassette Tape, walmart.com
[39] Magnetic Core, Konstantin Lanzet/Wikimedia Commons
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1956
Hard Disk Drive

3750 KB

1967
Floppy Disk

80 KB

[41]

[40]

Image Source
[40] Hard Disk Drive, amazon.com
[41] Floppy Disk, Bobulous, via Wikimedia Commons
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data storage history
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1977
VHS Video

262144 KB

1982
Compact Disk

700000 KB

[43]

[42]

Image Source
[42] VHS Video, Evan-Amos, via Wikimedia Commons
[43] Compact Disk, via Wikimedia Commons
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1994
Zip Drive

100000 KB

1999
SD Card

64000 KB

[44]
[45]

Image Source
[44] Zip Drive, esaitech.com
[45] SD Card, jayceooi.com
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data storage history
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1999
USB

8000 KB

2006
Cloud Storage

Unlimited

[46]

[47]

Image Source
[46] USB, amazon.com
[47] Cloud Storage, crescendoapp.com
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Science Textbook Covers
Book cover mockups, 152.4 x 228.6mm

For a project originating in a library
Special Collections, I selected a book
that was written in the 1600s,
<Mechanick Exercises> by Moxon.
It is all about the information of essential
skills at that time, such as smithing,
printing, or building a house. I interpreted
this book in my own way with ten
keywords inspired by an old-school
science textbook from my undergraduate
study. When I had to write an essay for
an engineering class, I used to refer
to the old-school textbook to build an
overall structure before actually writing
the essay.
The ten keywords on the science
textbook cover metaphor use my own
visual language, which uses simple
shapes and primary colors, so that
people can recognize the keyword
through visuals.
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One and Only
At that time, <Mechanick Exercises> was the only book that gave
people the information they need in their daily life.
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science textbook cover

Everyone
Books are a medium accessible to most people.
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Long-lasting
Amazon.com still allows people to buy this book to get information
on how to build a house, etc.
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science textbook cover

Upgrade
By learning knowledge such as smithing, building a house, or
printing, people were able to live a better life in society.
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Everywhere
Books were everywhere, so people could access information.
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science textbook cover

Transferred
Beneficial techniques were transferred to the paper of the book,
and this information was transferred back to the human brain by
reading the book.
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Foundation
Most of the skills showed basic information, so even beginners
could learn it easily.
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science textbook cover

A to Z
This book has an explanation of the terms. In particular, turning is
explained in alphabetical order with keywords.
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Conscious
After people gain knowledge from this book, they are aware that
they can implement it in real life.
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science textbook cover

Detail
By providing detailed information, people can understand it better.
The delicately drawn illustrations allow people to understand the
structure of the tools even if they cannot read the descriptive text.
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[04]
Instructing
Simplification

Teaching is also one of my goals as a
designer. Based on my undergraduate
studies in Industrial Design and
Human Factors Engineering, I have
been trained to create product
designs that are useful for people.
In particular, digital product design
aims to simplify the process of
accessing the app for users. This is
because the simpler the process, the
easier it is for people to use and
interact with. Simplification is my key
design method to lowering the
barrier for many people, and I am
teaching UI/UX Design based on my
design philosophy.
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design development
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Teaching UI/UX Design
Syllabus & Student Work

I have developed my UI/UX design
skills based on my undergraduate
studies in Industrial Design and
Human Factors Engineering. The main
goal of UI/UX design is to simplify the
process on the app or website to
increase accessibility for most users.
I utilize my design philosophy for
teaching simplification on the digital
app. The class I taught was titled
UI/UX Design workshop, and it was
conducted in the Graphic Design
department at Rhode Island School of
Design (RISD) in the Spring 2022 semester.
The syllabus was created based on the
double diamond model, a well-known
UX design process. By starting from
‘discover, define, develop, and deliver,’
students can create structured UX
design projects during the class.
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UI/UX Design
: To Improve the Campus Experience
Using a Digital App

Our final output for the class will be a
high-fidelity prototype of a digital app, thoughtful
research process storytelling, and the concept
image of the app service that can be added to
the first page of presentation slides / website in
the future.

Syllabus
Rhode Island School of Design (RISD)
Graphic Design Department
2022 Spring
1 Credit, Studio Workshop

General Info of the In-Class Exercises

1:10 – 6:10 pm, Friday (5 hours)
RISD Design Center 206
Ilhee Park ipark01@risd.edu

The class will be divided into two groups depending on the
service they choose. One group will be the user group, and the
other group will be the researcher group. After the first round of
the exercise, the groups will switch. Each student has to conduct
user research from at least two users. The research will be User
journey, User Diary research, Co-Creation, User Interview, or survey.

Class Description
This workshop aims to introduce essential
knowledge of Design Research and strategic
Design Thinking. As a design tool, students will
use Figma, to create a digital product design.
Students will redesign the ‘My RISD’ app [image1]
to improve our campus life experience.
Students will choose either ‘RISD Rides’ or
‘RISD Campus Maps’ on the My RISD app, and
redesign the service based on design research.
To begin, students will participate in a
fundamental UX Design research exercise in
the first class to consider the intuitiveness and
usefulness of the app. From there, we will
create a simple UI/UX design, including a
complete wireframe phase that is the first step
in solving a challenge in our campus lives.
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ui/ux design workshop

Course Modality
This course is designed to be in person. Most of the in-class
exercises and critiques will be face to face. We will adjust the
forms of learning on very specific occasions, as necessary. We will
take breaks to allow students to go outside to get fresh air.
[image1]
My RISD app on
the App Store

Grading
Attendance: 20%
Exercises & Participation: 30%
Progress & Final Project: 50%
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Goals
1
2
3
4
5
6

Final Presentation

To experience basic UX research methods
To experience Figma
To communicate a design solution, and
transfer the idea into a digital space
considering UI design
To develop UX design process
presentation skills
To expand design thinking and have
different perspectives especially considering
the real user and society
To consider proper UI design, such as
typography, color, and shape on a
digital screen

Learning Outcomes
1
2
3
4
5

6

A basic ability of design research process
Understanding of the Figma tool
A simple app design, wireframe, and
interactive prototype
A general idea of how to start structuring a
UX design portfolio
Supportive UX design elements–such as
user journey, concept board, research
insights, or research materials that can be
added to the UI/UX design portfolio
A thoughtful typography/visual hierarchy
on a digital screen
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Final presentation elements could be adjusted depending
on the circumstances.
This class will be divided into two groups. Half of the
students will be in group A with option A, and the remaining half will
be group B with option B. It is an individual project and students
have to fulfill the requirements AND either Option A or B for the
final presentation.

Requirements (Entire class)
1 Redesign a home screen of the My RISD [image2]
2 Create a concept image of the app that
represents Option A or Option B’s function
3 Define a problem space and target user
4 Present research process and insights
with storytelling
5 Build a wireframe of the app
6 Determine the benefits of the app service
Option A (Half of the class)
RISD Rides [image3]
: Improving a better pickup & drop-off
experience on campus
1 Redesign RISD Rides with three key screens
2 One main interactive prototype (Optional)
Option B (The other half of the class)
RISD Campus Maps [image4]
: Providing easier navigation service for the
scattered campus buildings
1 Redesign RISD Campus Maps with three
key screens
2 One main interactive prototype (Optional)

[image2]
My RISD app
Homescreen

[image3]
RISD Rides

[image4]
Campus Maps
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Weekly Schedule

Week 2 – Develop 1
: Start to Design

Week 1 – Discover & Define
: Explore and go into the problem to focus

1

The schedule is subject to change depending on
the circumstances.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Syllabus walkthrough & brief plan of the
final presentation
Intro to UI/UX design
Essential skills of Figma (Introduce UI template
elements & general rules for app design)
Design a rough wireframe/prototype/		
sketches of the My RISD homescreen
using Figma (in-class exercise)
Brainstorming of the problem space of 		
either RISD Rides or RISD Campus Maps
(in-class exercise)
Intro to UX design research methods
UX design research with a partner
(In class exercise- User Diary research, 		
User Interview, user journey, survey, etc.)
Share a potential problem space & target user

2
3
4
5

Discuss how to create an intuitive app &
share examples of good service design
Share design research results and insights
from the design research
Share a rough wireframe or sketch of either
RISD Rides or RISD Campus Maps
Co-creation (in-class exercise)
Design & share high prototypes using
Figma according to the co-creation results

Due by next week
1 Revise the wireframe
2 Create static prototype of the three keyscreens
3 (optional) Sketch a concept image of the
app service

Due by next week
1 Share the research process & insights
2 Define a final problem space & target user
from the design research
3 User Journey
4 Based on the insights from the design
research, design a rough app wireframe
5 Finalize homescreen redesign
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Week 3 – Develop 2
: Additional potential solutions via
iteration & validation
1
2
3
4

Share the final wireframe & static
three prototypes
2nd interview with users
(Design validation-in class exercise)
1:1 meeting for the final outcome
(if time allows) Introduce how to build an
Interaction prototype on Figma

Due by next week
1 My RISD App Homescreen
2 Key three screens of either RISD Rides or
RISD Campus Maps
3 Concept image of the app of either RISD
Rides or RISD Campus Maps
4 Define a problem space & target user
5 Wireframe of the app
6 Research process & insights
7 Benefit of the app
8 (optional) One interactive prototype

Disability Statement
If you are a student with a disability that may require
accommodations to complete the requirements of this
class, I encourage you to discuss your learning needs
with me during the first week of the term. For more
information on how to receive accommodations, please
contact Disability Support Services at 401-709-8465 or
disabilitysupportservices@risd.edu

Diversity Statement
It is my intent that students from all diverse backgrounds
and perspectives be well-served by this course, that
students’ learning needs be addressed both in and out
of class, and that the diversity that students bring to this
class be viewed as a resource, strength, and benefit. It is
my intent to present materials and activities that are
respectful of diversity: gender, sexual orientation,
disability, age, socioeconomic status, ethnicity, race,
culture, perspective, and other background characteristics.
Your suggestions about how to improve the value of
diversity in this course are encouraged and appreciated.
Please let me know ways to improve the effectiveness
of the course for you personally or for other students or
student groups.

Week 4 – Deliver
: Refine final solutions that work
1
2

Final presentation & Critique
Discuss the potential improvements
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MY RISD app homescreen
Before

Current Homescreen of the My RISD App

After

Student Work
Minjun Choi, Senior at RISD Graphic Design
According to the research with RISD students, a student simplified
button options and applied icons/illustrations to each button so
that the users could easily access it.
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Option A: RISD Rides
Before

Current RISD Rides of the My RISD App

After

Student Work
Caitlin Rowlings, Sophomore at Brown University Cognitive Science
A student minimized the process to access the service by showing
a map and the destination setting bar directly. Also, since current
RISD and Brown University Dual degree or exchange students have
to install two different apps; RISD and Brown app, a student created
a RISD and Brown University combined app to solve the problem.
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Option B: RISD Campus Maps
Before

Current RISD Rides of the My RISD App

After

Student Work
Boungjin Ko, Junior at RISD Industrial Design
Due to the pandemic, RISD students have to get tested for COVID
regularly. However, the testing registration website was quite
complicated to access; a student applied a COVID testing registration
feature to the RISD Campus Maps.
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Student Work
Nataliya Masroor, Senior at RISD Graphic Design

Student Work
Anmol Govinda Rao, Junior at RISD Graphic Design
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Student Work
Minjun Choi, Senior at RISD Graphic Design
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Discussion
[01]		Conversation with
			Douglass Scott
[02]		Conversation with
			Lynnae Strait
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[01]
Conversation with
Douglass Scott
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discussion

Douglass Scott is my teacher at
Rhode Island School of Design. He
has an Architecture and Graphic
Design background, specializing in
Information design and exhibit
design. As an information designer
and educator who is trying to combine
two forms of knowledge, Graphic
Design and Engineering-based Design,
I have learned a lot from him. The
goal of this interview is to learn about
his teaching experience at various
schools and his experience combining
Architecture and Graphic Design.
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Douglass Scott was, until January
2010, Creative Director at the WGBH
Educational Foundation in Boston – a
producer and broadcaster of public
television and radio programs, where
he had worked since 1974.
Scott teaches graphic design, exhibition
design, typography and graphic design
history at the Rhode Island School
of Design (since 1980) and teaches
graphic design and design history at
the Yale University School of Art
(since 1984).
He has also taught at University of
Massachusetts/Dartmouth, Northeastern
University, Rhode Island College and
Connecticut College, as well as the
Boston Architectural Center, Harvard
University, Maine College of Art and at
both RISD and Maine Summer
Institutes of Graphic Design Studies.
He is a recipient of RISD’s John R. Frazier
Award for Excellence in Teaching.
Since 1989, Scott has been actively
constructing and exhibiting paper
collages and assemblages.
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Ilhee

Could you talk to me about how you came to
teach at RISD? And what made you come to
the teaching world from WGBH?
Douglass OK, so I have to go back. A little bit in time. And that is
when I was a student, a graduate student in graphic
design, I was given the job, two jobs. One job was to be
a teacher of graphic design for the drama school at Yale.
And the idea was that the head of the drama school wanted
these theater administration students to understand
what design is and how it could help them.
So I gave a class in one semester. Teaching them
everything I thought they needed to know what design
was, how it worked and I gave them some projects. Yeah,
so they would make a poster for a play, so that was my
first experience.
Secondly, I was a teaching assistant for Armin Hofmann,
who was a graphic designer who was teaching, and I was
the TA for two classes, color, and lettering. So that gave
me some experience in helping people do better work.
Then I graduated and I came to Boston to work in the
public television and radio station in Boston, and
ultimately there were 1100 people that work there. So
this is a big place. And the design department when I
joined it had about 10 people in different jobs, but seven of
us were designers. And because I liked my teaching
experience that I had when I was in school, I began
teaching at the Boston Architectural Center.

took a lot of my time and I realized that was hard to do.
So I waited until I got out of the military, which was three
years after I started working. And then I had more time
and I began planning to do a design history class so I had
to come up with slides to make and to do reading and
research so I would know what to teach.
And then I got a call from Tom Ockerse who was the head
of the graphic design department here. And he said that
he had heard that I was planning on teaching a history
class. And I thought I was going to teach them in Boston,
but he said, would you come to RISD to teach it?
So I said I came here, I visited and I said yes, I would like
to do that. So in 1980, I came to RISD and taught my
history class for one semester, and then the next semester,
Tom needed somebody to teach typography class, so I
said I would do that as well, as long as I could teach them
on the same day. Then it was like 1981, I started teaching
two classes a semester, History and typography, and then
I came up with some other classes, publication design,
Typography 1, 2, 3 and 4. And so that’s how I came to
RISD and I was continuing to work the other days of the
week at the television station.

This is an architecture school in Boston and I taught in
the evening from 6:00 o’clock to 9:00 o’clock after my
work. It was twice a week. I think Tuesdays and Thursday
nights. So I did that for two years, so that’s four semesters.
And then I had been in the military. Still in the military
was in the reserves so I had meetings to go to, which
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Ilhee

I was wondering how you manage your time
while you are working and teaching at the
same time.
Douglass Sure, so I have always been a highly organized person,
and I think you have to be organized to be able to do so
many things. So when I worked at the television station
for four days, I was working 10 to 12 hours in a day. So
that means I would start early in the morning, like at 7:00
o’clock, and then work to 7:00 o’clock at night sometimes
that’s 12 hours. But I had my Fridays free so I could teach
at RISD, and I think at some point I taught on a Thursday
or something, but Fridays worked better. So that’s the
key I think to be organized and prepared so that if I know
I’m going to teach something on next Friday, I would be
preparing right now. That’s what I was doing today. Or, for
something that’s going to happen a couple weeks from
now. So as long as you always are prepared and have
everything you need, way before you need it, you’re never
rushing at the last minute to get things done.

Ilhee

And how was your very first class in your
entire teaching experience? What was
your experience?
Douglass OK, so I prepared for my first class in the drama school
where I was teaching people about graphic design. I had
already prepared all the things that I was going to tell
them and show them. They made copies of things and I
went and I just explained to them, this is what we’re
going to do and I had planned out the whole semester. So
I’m going to say, you know, we can give them a schedule
of what we were going to be doing when we were going
to be doing it.
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And I had handouts every week, so I had to make those
too. Beause I had to explain to them everything.
Because they were not designers. So they needed to
know what typefaces were, they needed to know how to
make things.
And I gave them type examples so that they would have
things to cut up and make designs. And then we talked
about symbolism. I wanted them to do a poster for a play
and I chose a play to do. It was called Baal, which they
knew because they’re drama people, and so then we had
a little discussion about what kind of image can you show
that would help people understand that this was a play
and what was it about.

Ilhee

I see. But for me, I also prepared the whole
semester plan, but then sometimes things go
wrong. How do you handle those kind
of situations?
Douglass OK, so what you need to do is to think ahead and see what
happens. What if they don’t understand something. I
always know the things I would do to get it back on track.
Like a plan B, things that you would add to this or have
them do something different if they didn’t do the original
plan. You need to think about that because everybody
doesn’t always do what you want them to do.
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Ilhee

I think design classes are different from other
subjects, like science or math. Since they are
creative people, they want to express their
personality through their work. How do you
manage your class with design students?
Douglass I think the design classes are not really about personal
expression. And so what I’m trying to get people to do is
to get the message across whatever the messages, and
they can use different techniques to do that. But
ultimately we have to rely on the student, and we hope all
the students can understand what that person is doing.
If their personal expression gets in the way, that’s not
good. Sometimes the personal expression can help get
the message across or a technique can be used to get it
to work. For example, If you had a poster for a play, people
can do drawings and it may reflect their own personal
style of doing drawings. Or they can make a photograph,
or design a symbol, or they can do it typographically.
Ultimately it has to work, and It has to function. That’s
why I think personal expression is less important.

Ilhee

What do you do if the student learning
outcome doesn’t match your standard?
Douglass So that’s always possible. If they don’t understand, two or
three things are going to happen. One thing is that I will
have to do something else to help them understand. So I
may give somebody another project that would help them
understand because maybe the first one was too
complicated or too difficult.
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Ilhee

You have also taught at University of
Massachusetts, Northeastern University,
Yale, and more. What is the difference
between teaching at a design school versus
a university?
Douglass At a university, the student body has a wide area of majors
and interests. So in my class at Northeastern University,
in my class at Yale this semester, I would say a third of
the people in my classes are not art and design majors.
They are from some other majors, for example, Computer
science, English literature, comparative literature, etc.
Sometimes I have science people, history majors – a
variety of subjects. And so they have a completely
different point of view. They also don’t have the skills that
designers have. So often I have to help, or I have a TA who
can help people make something in Indesign because
in my history class, I always want people to make design
projects, either a poster or a booklet of some sort, and so
the interesting thing is that the questions they ask me are
different than art students ask because they’re trying to
understand what designers do, so that’s a good thing. It
makes the whole class much more interesting.
Because you have a variety of people who have different
interests, and they also ask good questions that are
different than designers because the designers usually
know basic things. For example, somebody asked me,
how do you choose a typeface. And so I said there’s a
whole bunch of things you think about and I told him
about the classification of typefaces and the different
categories, which helps you understand.
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Ilhee

I was wondering how you manage your
energy. I was so surprised that you’re
teaching from 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM on Friday
at RISD.

And it took me a while until I got to a point where what
I’m teaching now is the best way I’ve ever taught it. So in
the beginning I was trying out things and that’s another
thing you do as a young teacher, you experiment a lot to
see whether it works or not. Over the years I’ve changed
the projects, sometimes just for me, to make them more
interesting to me. But lately, I have three projects that
I’ve been doing that is pretty much the same for a while,
showcasing it might change one, but I know what I want
to get people to learn and then you give them projects
so that they can do that, learn those things and then
also have something good to show. And for me, one of
the most important things about teaching is that I want
people to be able to make good things so they can show
them to somebody else, and somebody else will understand
they made something good and give them a job.

Douglass Yeah, OK, so I can tell you that for a couple of reasons.
One is I take vitamins. #2, I do not eat sugar. That helps
because when you eat sugar, you have highs and lows.
Because I like being in school. I like teaching people and I
get energized by that.

Ilhee

It is very impressive that you’re teaching
exhibit design while combining your backgrounds
in Architecture and Graphic Design. I also have
different backgrounds in Industrial Design and
Human Factors Engineering, and my goal is to
combine those together. I wondered how you
combine that knowledge?
Douglass For me, exhibit design is one of the most interesting
things I teach because exhibit designers come from
Architecture, Industrial design, and Graphic Design –
those are the big three and also interior architecture, also
some exhibit designers come from landscape architecture.
Because I have the knowledge from architecture training
and also how they’ve worked as an architect. Also, I have
designed a lot of exhibits in my life. Probably 10 or 11 big
ones. That means I have actual experience doing them.
So that helps me teach it to other people. I’m not just
talking theoretically, I’m talking about practical as well.
So when I started teaching this, which was in the 1980s,
it was easy for me to merge those two things together.
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Ilhee

Could you tell me what’s your process while
you’re preparing for your class?
Douglass OK, so the first thing I think about is what I want people
to learn. So I write down those things. And then I tried to
come up with a project that will get to those things. And
I always do it myself. And then you also know that in your
semester you have so many weeks, so you also have to
come up with enough projects that fit into the semester
in a good way. And I have always believed. Because of my
working life, you’re never just doing one thing at a time.
What I would do is to have people start a project, and
they’re working along and then, soon in the middle of the
first project, they’re going to start the second project,
which means they need to either think about things or
they need to find information. So that there’s an overlapping
going on. And that also, I think, helps people get better at
both projects as you can always compare one project to
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another, but each project has a different set of goals for
learning objectives. And it also allows me then when I’m
looking at this stuff and say what am I going to talk about.
So what I do is to have a bunch of projects going on, and
they are complex enough so that you would get
something specific out of that. So what I like is the
engagement of talking.
And there’s always things to talk about. And the other
thing I learned was that you can talk about any project in
three different ways for meaning, form, and function.
That’s the way every class is, you know when you think
about it. So that’s how you prepare. And the other thing
I would say is it’s also important to have inspirational
things around, which I believe in, such as the books that I
might bring to class. And I told everybody I want everybody
to look in those books so you can see how other people
organized, how they used color, how many different levels
of type did they use. Because the more you look at good
examples, that’s going to inform your own work, so that’s
a very important thing I believe in that inspirational things
should be around for people to look.

Ilhee

Last question, what advice would you give to
the students who want to teach?

projects for the people to do, because in any course you
can come up with ten ideas for a project to teach people
something. And then the other thing is to find a school
that you think is worth the time that you want to get
involved in.

Ilhee

Could you explain more about that?
Douglass I would like to be around those people. That’s the other
thing. Like when I started teaching northeastern, I had
the choice of five or six schools in Boston that I could
teach and I was most interested in northeastern because
of a bunch of reasons. So that worked out pretty well.
Part of it was that it was a university that I was interested
in because I have enough art school things going on
here. Northeastern attracted me because the students
are very diverse.

Ilhee

Great, thank you so much for taking the time
today. It was really informative.
Douglass You are welcome.

Douglass So I think the first thing you have to think about is what
do I like enough that I would want to teach it. That’s number
one. #2 is that you do have to be highly organized and
prepared for whatever you do. So that means you need to
plan ahead, and that’s what designers do. So that is pretty
easy for designers, I think because designers are planners
– Here’s this a 12-week semester, I’m going to plan what
happens every day of the course, and I’m going to have
resources that are going to help me and also help the
students. And I’m going to come up with some interesting
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discussion

As I am hoping to be an information
designer, I wanted to hear about the
real experiences of information design.
Lynnae is an information designer,
especially known for working in a
large-scale, physical environment. It
was a great opportunity to learn about
her experience designing for the
three-dimensional space.
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Lynnae Strait is a designer based in
New York City. She is a senior designer
at GHD Partners focusing on information
design, way-finding and map systems
in the large scale environment. She
studied BFA Graphic Design at Western
Michigan University.
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Ilhee

As I know, you studied graphic design as your
undergrad, and I wonder what leads you to do
information design, especially in a large
scale environment.
Lynnae I guess it’s a little backward cause I technically got an
internship at this company and it was more just like I took
the internship, but I came back and actively chose to stay
here for that information and wayfinding design. Because
for the information design side of things, that’s actually
one of my favorite aspects of the job, and I think it’s one
of the best parts of being a designer and information
designer. In terms of information design that we do here,
It’s kind of different than most places, and we also can
add dimensionality. It’s information design experience on
a big scale, it’s just like a whole another way of
experiencing things. For example, if you’ve ever seen
some information design where they use, like, a circle
and a circle represents 100 people, and then you see a
poster and it’s a grid of people and it shows some
statistics like that. That’s really cool and interesting to
see. But we do environmental design and also inputting
information into things, you get the scale of it as well. So
it’s like I don’t need a circle for 100 people, I can actually
just put in a circle for a person and you actually get the
sheer scale of like information.
And then, even if it’s not as data-heavy as that, it’s
interesting to be able to mix the content that you’re
researching with the aesthetic of whatever the building is
going with. So, the architects always kind of set a theme
for a lot of the buildings or the floors we work on. For
example, a lot of times it’s just about the local city that
the building is in. We just worked recently on a floor
where they theme it as “under the sea”, or like, they were
calling it “the fishbowl” because there is a lot of rooms
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that were glass on all sides in a circle which is definitely
very fishbowl-like so they wanted to theme it after that.
It’s in New York, so it’s like doing a lot of research on New
York aquarium life and of local fish. So a little further out
there, but, doing local research on what’s underwater and
at the same time like being able to put that into the
aesthetic that the architect is set.
So like when trying to replicate water, we’re using like this
dichroic is the name of the material like dichroic material,
that gives you the vibe that you’re in the water. Then we’ll
also add a layer in there about like the species of fish that
are in New York, or like the number of fish you can find…
literally illustrate these fish and put them on a graphic
and you experience them at full scale in the space. So it’s
just fun that you get to research things, but then the way
we get to design it is like in such a unique scale and medium.

Ilhee

In terms of research, I was wondering what is
your process, such as research concept development and finalization.
Lynnae Great question, a lot of it is research-heavy in the
beginning and it almost turns into like two separate
branches of research which is content versus concept.
A lot of the buildings we do are office spaces – corporate
office spaces that are across the country. And a lot of
them like focusing on some aspect of what city it’s in. So
content we would like to be researching are things about
that city. If it’s about wildlife in Austin, TX, we’ll research
everything we can like, the flowers, the trees, parks, the
history of land development in Austin. We always try to
think – especially since the architects kind of take up that
initial thought of the concept – we try to branch out as
much as possible. So maybe you think about the textures
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of leaves or petal patterns, or like there’s any number of
things you can kind of branch out from there. We do a lot
of content research and finding interesting, rich stories
that we want to tell.
And then at the same time, we’re developing mood
imagery for what the specific content is but maybe we’re
using collage and cut paper, and that cut paper feels
really authentic to Austin… Like Austin, we’ve done some
work down there for a company and they really like things
that either feel bold and loud. So collage and cut paper
textures feel more hand-made and gritty. Then that’s the
aesthetic and the concept that they kind of want. And
then it’s just about kind of pairing the two together, and
sometimes they like it’s as simple as just like we have
flower content and cut paper as the kind of vibe and you
put cut paper flowers and that’s the graphic and you just
add your layers of information and aesthetic. And
sometimes they fit together a little bit more closely. It’s
really just about trying to find that pairing between the
two though.

Ilhee

So for example, when you research Austin,
how do you research? Also, is it like site
visiting or is it Internet research?
Lynnae We mostly do Internet research. I’ve been in favor for a
few years of thinking it would be great to visit sites ahead
of time, and be able to just get a feel for the cities. But it’s
more like a budgetary constraint than anything else. But
yeah, we mostly do things on Google and will just be
researching and finding things online. We have a lot
of different resources we pull from. We definitely look
through city history, things to do… so like read
newsletters from local papers or whatever – like really
just anything we can pull.
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Ilhee

Oh, I see, is there any like tool that stores your
information research information?
Lynnae I’d say the ones we’ve found some good information from.
A lot of nature-related things tend to have good data
around them, so by that, I mean getting the information
on temperatures or weather. Like “weatherchannel.com”
I grab that information. Or there’s quite a few like tree
sites where tell you like the number of trees, the number
of species of those trees, and how old they are. Like all
these logs about trees that exist from city data. I’d say
a lot of natural things you can find. There’s some pretty
good record of that you can find on conservatory nature
groups, nonprofit sites, or even sometimes they’re
government-run as well.

Ilhee

What I thought is interesting is that Tech
Corporation in New York City has information
of skyscrapers in New York City. It’s interesting
that corporation interiors bring local city
building information. I was wondering about
the reason. Is it because of the client’s
request? Or is it from your companies? How
did you combine information design and
interior design?
Lynnae Yeah, it works really well for tech companies and just
corporate companies in general, their data is like a part of
their job. Data is very relevant to them. So just like even
having data about the trees or data about flowers or data
about people or any of that like it. it becomes relevant to
them.
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So it’s like a combination of like the data is relevant to
these companies like just the idea of like data information
is. Data as a topic is at all these corporations. But they
don’t want this space to feel like Tech everywhere, they
want people to have a fun environment.

Ilhee

How do you communicate with the clients
and the architect as a designer? And what’s
the process?
Lynnae The architects are usually like a really great middle step
and that you can have like more casual touch bases with
them and be like OK you’ve set up this building theme,
we’re putting a graphic on this wall that you told us to put
a graphic on, what do you think of our design? They’ll give
input and then we take it to the client. So they care about
what the graphic looks like a lot.
What sells a lot of clients on a graphic is a story behind
it, which often has data. Sometimes it’s more casual. It
could be like this. This tree was the marking spot for the
1st house in this town. Let’s say that, and then there’s not
really data with that. It’s just a story. So there’s
sometimes that, and then you’re like the tree, and maybe
you would like to show a map or you would draw like what
you think the house would look like. So that one is not
data-driven, but that’s still a story. Basically just having
a background behind them and the data ones tend to do
very well.
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Ilhee

What’s the challenging part of designing in
the space?
Lynnae Definitely the number of considerations you have to take.
So for example, we often do glass graphics in conference
rooms. Like, what is your experience when you’re outside
and you’re looking at that glass? They are particularly
tough because first, you have to think about, what it looks
like on the exterior. Sometimes we print a photo,
sometimes it’s a pattern, sometimes just something
simple, or sometimes we do illustrations with plants.
They can look like anything. And you think about, how
does it look as you go past a row of those, like how do
they look next to each other? Is the wall painted outside
of it? Is there a baseboard? What color is the baseboard?
What color is the door, or how much coverage glass does
the door have?
Then not only that, but then you get into the room and
you have to think about what is the experience when
you’re inside the room as well. So it’s that same design,
and it’s like the backside of it now, but you still would
see the colors and see the design just in reverse. And so
there are acoustic panels in there, but they have them in
different colors or really any number of things – the
furniture inside, the carpeting inside. And so you should
think about what is going to work best and not clash, and
a lot of the graphics still want to be kind of like the pop
moment. It’s like the cherry on top of all this stuff, but it
has to fit the bigger picture.
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Ilhee

How do you test your design on a final step?
Lynnae We do samples, but sometimes our designs just exist in
a bubble. We usually do a sample, but then, like, you can’t
bring that on-site and everything. Like the one time I went
and installed recently, they’re still painting walls, there’s
still like no furniture is in yet. We come in between the
finishing touches and the end of construction. So there’s
no point where you see the whole building done before
your stuff is installed. So you have to do your research
ahead of time.

Ilhee

It seems challenging. Because you cannot
test it on the real size on a real site.
Lynnae Yeah, scale is a huge thing. The scale factor of doing like
information design but when you think about like the way
we draw things, we have basically present like your
typical screen size and that’s how we show our clients all
our work and then we draw things on elevations they are
scaled. The client is not going to be able to see
everything from the elevation I drew because it’s like
this tiny little thing. But then If you blow that whole thing
up for production, all of a sudden it’s like huge. So that’s
another thing to consider too. If we have graphics that
are like 24 feet long on a wall 10 feet tall, so we obviously
don’t get something that big. It’s a huge waste of material.
But we will get like a section of it, but sometimes you can
only get so much, so really we just do a sample to check
like photo resolution and type sizes or like any weird little
details we want to check. We have a projector, so we’re
going to try to start projecting things to full scale.
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Ilhee

Especially for the wayfinding, I wondered
how do you get the information about the
way-finding of the building and how do you
simplify it?
Lynnae Yeah, so we get the architectural floor plans. And you
have to learn how to read that a little. So we get plans and
then we draw what we call tags – which are all those like
colorful lines and stuff – saying like the different materials
we’re going to put everywhere. It’s a really helpful way of
viewing floor maps.
But like the plans help a lot and just figuring out. First you
got to figure out the circulation – what’s the main hallway
or what are the main paths – and then figuring out what
paths are people taking, and then where are the points
where they would need to make a decision. So usually
corners of hallways. You also think about when you’re
making a sign – pointing with arrows to different things –
like you gotta think about, at what point do I stop pointing
to things if they’re that far across the building too? That’s
a consideration, or do I do it in alphabetical order, or do I
do it in the order that you’ll reach the room? I’m looking
for the conference room name, is it going to be easiest
for me to just look at it alphabetically and then be like OK,
I’m going in the right direction… or is it going to be easiest for
me to be like, oh, it’s at the bottom of the list that means
it’s like pretty far down, but I’m going in the right direction,
but it might be harder for me to spot the name.
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Ilhee

How do you decide which one is better
between alphabetical order and the
location order?
Lynnae It’s a little subjective at times. We usually do whatever
one you’re going to reach first. The main reason for that
is because we order and name the rooms in an alphabetical
way. You can kind of see that in the plan I sent you – as
you’re moving through the space, the name should kind
of go alphabetically. So because you’re doing that, you’re
basically always listening names, either in reverse
alphabetical or alphabetical, but if they were all jumbled
like that would be like, let’s say you none of the rooms
are alphabetical, they’re just completely at random. Then
it might make sense on these directionals to make them
alphabetical that, as a way of organizing it.

Ilhee

What is your favorite project that you’ve
done?
Lynnae That’s a good question. I have like bits for multiple ones,
but there’s probably this one I did in Austin. It was seven
floors. One thing we did really successfully in that building
was – there were different themes the architect had per
floor. And there’s an accent color per floor. They had a
theme whether the floor was based on Austin food,
music, or art. So we put together this like system for
thinking through the building. Basically, we had different
themes that we added in. Like a way of logic how our
graphics act throughout the building.

edges of them. And you could see that and be like, oh, I’m
on a lower floor cause it’s a blue floor. Or if I’m on yellow
floors, I’m in the middle of the building. There are some
more signs and stuff too, but they’re just like little
indicators that can help.

Ilhee

I am also wondering about your Graphic icon
design process for the wayfinding banner.
Lynnae Yeah, that’s a whole thing in itself too. There’s so much
with icon design, so obviously like your first thing is just
legibility, right? Like people are able to see it, you can
adjust that by the size of the signs, of course too. Make
the sign bigger. The icons are bigger, but sometimes you
have constraints and they still should work on a small
scale anyway.
But one thing about icons is also thinking about them
internationally, like how do people read things from other
cultures as well. Let’s say you’re creating a design
system for an event space that has international guests
–like especially in New York City like you’re going to have
guests from all over. Thinking about how people interpret
different icons, essentially. So that’s an important part of
icon design, I’d say. Also, making sure they stay within a
system. So you can see in this example we use outlines
for these. And this kind line approach that worked its way
into like the arrow icon and even into like the graphics
themselves was really like linework-based. It really
became this whole cohesive system.

It works as a wayfinding aspect to some degree too. For
example, if the room signs ADA signage that was on the
conference room used that floor’s accent color on the
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Ilhee

When you design icons for the international
event, I was wondering how you decide if it is
made to understandable by everyone.
Lynnae For example, we were trying to come up with a symbol
as a way of saying “stop at this sign if you’re a guest”. We
were trying to come from an icon and of course for us,
our first thought was a hand icon of someone putting
their hand out saying “stop.” But in some countries that
action of putting your hand up is offensive. So that must
be considered. Sometimes it’s just legibility in the type
of like if English isn’t your first language, using too funky
of a typeface could cause reading issues or anyone with
dyslexia too. It’s just you always have to be considerate
with wayfinding and signage design.

Ilhee

When you design something in a large
environment, I was wondering how you
consider both design and the human. Like,
human’s behavior, human heights or the
speed of walking, or range of sight.
Lynnae I mean a lot of times we will name the type of graphic,
especially if you have a building where the plans kind
of stack and it’s the same locations on every floor. You
can have two locations that are a wall covering, so it’s a
full-scale wall graphic, but one of them will call it like a
passageway or like a transitional hallway, and it just like
helps the client and us get an understanding of, OK, this
is something you walk by, it’s not something you sit there
and get information from. It’s like you want movement to
it. You want it to encourage energy and movement. That’s
the goal of this one.
And you think about that like just anywhere you don’t
want a person stopping in the middle of this hallway
because other people are going to walk through it, versus
some areas are in quieter rooms. If they’re in living space
or lounges and stuff, if there’s a wall graphic there, it
could be a little bit more of a statement piece with some
information in it, because you could be sitting on the
couch and take the time to like look at the graphic. We
definitely consider where you’re at when you’re
experiencing that graphic. Definitely like a service to the
building’s function.
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angcode%3Den%26upl%3D0%26cufr%3D%26cuto%3D%26howler%3D%26cvrem%3D0%26cvtype%3D0%26cvloc%3D0%26cl%3D0%26upfr%3D%26upto%3D%26primcat%3D%26seccat%3D%26cvcategory%3D*%26restriction%3D%26collectiontype%3D%26random%3D%26ispremium%3D1%26flip%3D0%26contributorqt%3D%26plgalleryno%3D%26plpublic%3D0%26viewaspublic%3D0%26isplcurate%3D0%26imageurl%3D%26saveQry%3D%26editorial%3D1%26t%3D0%26filters%3D0
[14]
keith morris news / Alamy Stock Photo, 12 July 2013, Background Image with watermarks, Alamy.com, https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo-aberystwyth-wales-uk-saturday-13-july-2013-aman-running-into-the-sea-58149741.html?pv=1&stamp=2&imageid=DC
992990-2795-4E62-A908-75777016FFA8&p=197701&n=0&orientation=0&pn=1&searchtype=0&IsFromSearch=1&srch=foo%3Dbar%26st%3D0%26sortby%3D3%26qt%3Dkeith%2520morris%2520Aman%2520running%2520into%2520the%2520sea%2520at%
2520Aberystwyth%26qt_raw%3Dkeith%2520morris%2520Aman%2520running%2520into%2520the%2520sea%2520at%2520Aberystwyth%26qn%3D%26lic%3D3%26edrf%3D0%26mr%3D0%26pr%3D0%26aoa%3D1%26creative%3D%26videos%3D%26nu%3D%26ccc%3D%26bespoke%3D%26apalib%3D%26ag%3D0%26hc%3D0%26et%3D0x000000000000000000000%26vp
%3D0%26loc%3D0%26ot%3D0%26imgt%3D0%26dtfr%3D%26dtto%3D%26size%3D0xFF%26blackwhite%3D%26cutout%3D%26archive%3D1%26name%3D%26groupid%
3D%26pseudoid%3D%26userid%3D%26id%3D%26a%3D%26xstx%3D0%26cbstore%3D1%26resultview%3DsortbyRelevant%26lightbox%3D%26gname%3D%26gtype%3D%26apalic%3D%26tbar%3D1%26pc%3D%26simid%3D%26cap%3D1%26customgeoip%3D%26vd%3D0%
26cid%3D%26pe%3D%26so%3D%26lb%3D%26pl%3D0%26plno%3D%26fi%3D0%26l
angcode%3Den%26upl%3D0%26cufr%3D%26cuto%3D%26howler%3D%26cvrem%3D0%26cvtype%3D0%26cvloc%3D0%26cl%3D0%26upfr%3D%26upto%3D%26primcat%3D%26seccat%3D%26cvcategory%3D*%26restriction%3D%26collectiontype%3D%26random%3D%26ispremium%3D1%26flip%3D0%26contributorqt%3D%26plgalleryno%3D%26plpublic%3D0%26viewaspublic%3D0%26isplcurate%3D0%26imageurl%3D%26saveQry%3D%26editorial%3D1%26t%3D0%26filters%3D0
[15]
FABRIZIO BENSCH/REUTERS / Alamy Stock Photo, 24 February 2010, Background Image
with watermarks, Alamy.com, https://www.alamy.com/people-enjoy-a-sunny-day-in-a-street-cafe-at-berlins-brandenburg-gate-as-temperatures-in-the-german-capital-raises-up-to-a-peak-of9-degrees-celsius-482-degrees-fahrenheit-after-a-long-winter-time-period-february-25-2010-re-
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utersfabrizio-bensch-germany-tags-environment-society-image374143699.
html?pv=1&stamp=2&imageid=9BDCB447-01D2-496A-9E56-C1B1861E4E81
&p=1323592&n=0&orientation=0&pn=1&searchtype=0&IsFromSearch=1&srch=foo%3dbar%26st%3d0%26pn%3d1%26ps%3d100%26sortby%3d2%26resultview%3dsortbyPopular%26npgs%3d0%26qt%3dPeople%2520enjoy%2520a%2520sunny%2520day%2520in%2520a%2520
street%2520cafe%2520at%2520Berlin%27s%2520%26qt_raw%3dPeople%2520enjoy%2520a%2520sunny%2520day%2520in%2520a%2520street%2520cafe%2520at%2520Berlin%27s%2520%26lic%3d3%26mr%3d0%26pr%3d0%26ot%3d0%26creative%3d%26ag%3d0%26hc%3d0%26pc%3d%26blackwhite%3d%26cutout%3d%26tbar%3d1%26et%3d0x000000000000000000000%26vp%3d0%26loc%3d0%26imgt%3d0%2
6dtfr%3d%26dtto%3d%26size%3d0xFF%26archive%3d1%26groupid%3d%26pseudoid%3d%26a%3d%26cdid%3d%26cdsrt%3d%26name%3d%26qn%3d%26apalib%3d%26apalic%3d%26lightbox%3d%26gname%3d%26gtype%3d%26xstx%3d0%26simid%3d%26saveQry%3d%26editorial%3d1%26nu%3d%26t%3d%26edoptin%3d%26customgeoip%3d%26cap%3d1%26cbstore%3d1%26vd%3d0%26lb%3d%26fi%3d2%26edrf%3d0%26ispremium%3d1%26flip%3d0%26pl%3d
[16]
Innovation Works UK Ltd / Alamy Stock Photo, 20 April 2015, Background Image with watermarks, Alamy.com, https://www.alamy.com/stock-photoleeds-uk-21st-april-2015-uk-weather-young-people-enjoying-a-drink-81539645.
html?pv=1&stamp=2&imageid=C4558849-AD3E-4B2F-841F-7BAFE8BC3192&p=180617&n=0&orientation=0&pn=1&searchtype=0&IsFromSearch=1&srch=foo%3dbar%26st%3d0%26pn%3d1%26ps%3d100%26sortby%3d3%26resultview%3dsortbyRelevant%26npgs%3d0%26qt%3dYoung%2520people%2520enjoying%2520a%2520drink%2520in%2520Leeds%2520city%2520centre.%26qt_raw%3dYoung%2520people%2520enjoying%2520a%2520drink%2520in%2520Leeds%2520city%2520centre.%26lic%3d3%26mr%3d0%26pr%3d0%26ot%3d0%26creative%3d%26ag%3d0%26hc%3d0%26pc%3d%26blackwhite%3d%26cutout%3d%26tbar%3d1%
26et%3d0x000000000000000000000%26vp%3d0%26loc%3d0%26imgt%3d0%2
6dtfr%3d%26dtto%3d%26size%3d0xFF%26archive%3d1%26groupid%3d%26pseudoid%3d%26a%3d%26cdid%3d%26cdsrt%3d%26name%3d%26qn%3d%26a
palib%3d%26apalic%3d%26lightbox%3d%26gname%3d%26gtype%3d%26xstx%3d0%26simid%3d%26saveQry%3d%26editorial%3d1%26nu%3d%26t%3d%26edoptin%3d%26customgeoip%3d%26cap%3d1%26cbstore%3d1%26vd%3d0%26lb%3d%26fi%3d2%26edrf%3d0%26ispremium%3d1%26flip%3d0%26pl%3d
[17]
Xinhua / Alamy Stock Photo, 1 July 2017, Background Image with watermarks, Alamy.com, https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo-bucharest-romania-1st-july-2017-a-man-protects-a-child-and-himself-147335740.html?pv=1&stamp=2&imageid=127852F4-60D8-4907-A0F7-D3C63A129A9F&p=
196110&n=0&orientation=0&pn=1&searchtype=0&IsFromSearch=1&srch=foo%3dbar%26st%3d0%26pn%3d1%26ps%3d100%26sortby%3d3%26resultview%3dsortbyRelevant%26npgs%3d0%26qt%3dA%2520man%2520protects%2520a%2520child%2520and%2520himself%2520from%2520%26qt_
raw%3dA%2520man%2520protects%2520a%2520child%2520and%2520
himself%2520from%2520%26lic%3d3%26mr%3d0%26pr%3d0%26ot%3d0%26creative%3d%26ag%3d0%26hc%3d0%26pc%3d%26blackwhite%3d%26cutout%3d%26tbar%3d1%26et%3d0x000000000000000000000%26vp%3d0%
26loc%3d0%26imgt%3d0%26dtfr%3d%26dtto%3d%26size%3d0xFF%26a
rchive%3d1%26groupid%3d%26pseudoid%3d%26a%3d%26cdid%3d%26cdsrt%3d%26name%3d%26qn%3d%26apalib%3d%26apalic%3d%26lightbox%3d%26gname%3d%26gtype%3d%26xstx%3d0%26simid%3d%26saveQry%3d%26editorial%3d1%26nu%3d%26t%3d%26edoptin%3d%26customgeoip%3d%26cap%3d1%26cbstore%3d1%26vd%3d0%26lb%3d%26fi%3d2%26edrf%3d0%26ispremium%3d1%26flip%3d0%26pl%3d
[18]
JAMAL SAIDI/REUTERS / Alamy Stock Photo, 2 December 2010,
Background Image with watermarks, Alamy.com, https://www.alamy.
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com/a-woman-sunbathes-with-her-dog-at-a-public-beach-in-beirut-december-22010-unusually-warm-weather-with-temperatures-of-up-to-28-degrees-centigrade-824-degrees-fahrenheit-has-engulfed-the-lebanese-capital-reutersjamal-saidi-lebanon-tags-environment-society-animals-image377809996.
html?pv=1&stamp=2&imageid=A5A1E256-0CCD-4C35-9EE5-611027817A51&
p=1327571&n=0&orientation=0&pn=1&searchtype=0&IsFromSearch=1&srch=foo%3dbar%26st%3d0%26pn%3d1%26ps%3d100%26sortby%3d3%26resultview%3dsortbyRelevant%26npgs%3d0%26qt%3dA%2520woman%2520sunbathes%2520with%2520her%2520dog%2520at%2520a%2520public%2520beach%2520in%2520Beirut%26qt_raw%3dA%2520woman%2520sunbathes%2520with%2520her%2520dog%2520at%252
0a%2520public%2520beach%2520in%2520Beirut%26lic%3d3%26mr%3d
0%26pr%3d0%26ot%3d0%26creative%3d%26ag%3d0%26hc%3d0%26pc%3d%26blackwhite%3d%26cutout%3d%26tbar%3d1%26et%3d0x000000000000000000000%26vp%3d0%26loc%3d0%26imgt%3d0%2
6dtfr%3d%26dtto%3d%26size%3d0xFF%26archive%3d1%26groupid%3d%26pseudoid%3d%26a%3d%26cdid%3d%26cdsrt%3d%26name%3d%26qn%3d%26apalib%3d%26apalic%3d%26lightbox%3d%26gname%3d%26gtype%3d%26xstx%3d0%26simid%3d%26saveQry%3d%26editorial%3d1%26nu%3d%26t%3d%26edoptin%3d%26customgeoip%3d%26cap%3d1%26cbstore%3d1%26vd%3d0%26lb%3d%26fi%3d2%26edrf%3d0%26ispremium%3d1%26flip%3d0%26pl%3d
[19]
Ioannis Alexopoulos / Alamy Stock Photo, 23 June 2020, Background Image
with watermarks, Alamy.com, https://www.alamy.com/sheffield-uk-23rd-june-2020members-of-the-public-are-seen-playing-guitar-at-endcliffe-park-the-met-office-hasissued-warnings-as-the-uk-is-set-to-bask-in-temperatures-reaching-a-sweltering33-degrees-celsius-across-the-uk-credit-ioannis-alexopoulosalamy-live-news-image363902935.html?pv=1&stamp=2&imageid=12A50AA6-7F50-4B8E-9657-7B4A88
220E5A&p=458661&n=0&orientation=0&pn=1&searchtype=0&IsFromSearch=1&srch=foo%3dbar%26st%3d0%26pn%3d1%26ps%3d100%26sortby%3d3%26resultview%3dsortbyRelevant%26npgs%3d0%26qt%3dMembers%2520of%2520the%2520public%2520are%2520seen%2520playing%2520guitar%2520at%2520Endcliffe%2520Park%26qt_raw%3dMembers%2520of%2520the%2520public%2520are%2520seen%2520playing%2520guitar%2520at%2520Endcliffe%2520Park%26lic%3d3%26mr%3d0%26pr%3d0%26ot%3d0%26creative%3d%26ag%3d0%26hc%3d0%26pc%3d%26blackwhite%3d%26cutout%3d%26tbar%3d1%26et%3d0x000000000000000000000%26vp%3d0%
26loc%3d0%26imgt%3d0%26dtfr%3d%26dtto%3d%26size%3d0xFF%26archive%3d1%26groupid%3d%26pseudoid%3d%26a%3d%26cdid%3d%26cdsrt%3d%26name%3d%26qn%3d%26apalib%3d%26apalic%3d%26lightbox%3d%26gname%3d%26gtype%3d%26xstx%3d0%26simid%3d%26saveQry%3d%26editorial%3d1%26nu%3d%26t%3d%26edoptin%3d%26customgeoip%3d%26cap%3d1%26cbstore%3d1%26vd%3d0%26lb%3d%26fi%3d2%26edrf%3d0%26ispremium%3d1%26flip%3d0%26pl%3d
[20]
Andrew O’Brien / Alamy Stock Photo, 1 April 2015, Background Image
with watermarks, Alamy.com, https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo-edinburghscotland-uk-02nd-apr-2015-scotland-easter-weather-standalone-80494085.
html?pv=1&stamp=2&imageid=615202DF-F8C9-4CAE-983E-3C421EF47ACB&p=70688&n=0&orientation=0&pn=1&searchtype=0&IsFromSearch=1&srch=foo%3dbar%26st%3d0%26pn%3d1%26ps%3d100%26sortby%3d3%26resultview%3dsortbyRelevant%26npgs%3d0%26qt%3d%2520Scotland%2520Easter%2520Weather%2520Standalone.%26qt_raw%3d%2520Scotland%2520Easter%2520Weather%2520Standalone.%26lic%3d3%26mr%3d0%26pr%3d0%
26ot%3d0%26creative%3d%26ag%3d0%26hc%3d0%26pc%3d%26blackwhite%3d%26cutout%3d%26tbar%3d1%26et%3d0x000000000000000000000%26v
p%3d0%26loc%3d0%26imgt%3d0%26dtfr%3d%26dtto%3d%26size%3d0xFF%2
6archive%3d1%26groupid%3d%26pseudoid%3d%26a%3d%26cdid%3d%26cdsrt%3d%26name%3d%26qn%3d%26apalib%3d%26apalic%3d%26lightbox%3d%26gname%3d%26gtype%3d%26xstx%3d0%26simid%3d%26save-
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Qry%3d%26editorial%3d1%26nu%3d%26t%3d%26edoptin%3d%26customgeoip%3d%26cap%3d1%26cbstore%3d1%26vd%3d0%26lb%3d%26fi%3d2%26edrf%3d0%26ispremium%3d1%26flip%3d0%26pl%3d
[21]
CHRIS WATTIE/REUTERS / Alamy Stock Photo, Background Image with watermarks, Alamy.com, https://www.alamy.
com/a-man-pushes-a-woman-in-a-sleigh-while-skating-on-the-rideau-canal-with-the-temperature-at-about-15-degrees-celsius-5-degrees-fahrenheitin-ottawa-ontario-canada-january-22-2019-reuterschris-wattie-image373973435.
html?pv=1&stamp=2&imageid=EC3CB7BD-4AD4-4DBA-B693-48C7C2754C8C&
p=1382151&n=0&orientation=0&pn=1&searchtype=0&IsFromSearch=1&srch=foo%3dbar%26st%3d0%26pn%3d1%26ps%3d100%26sortby%3d3%26resultview%3dsortbyRelevant%26npgs%3d0%26qt%3dA%2520m
an%2520pushes%2520a%2520woman%2520in%2520a%2520sleigh%2520while%2520skating%26qt_raw%3dA%2520man%2520pushes%2520a%2520woman%2520in%2520a%2520sleigh%2520while%2520s
kating%26lic%3d3%26mr%3d0%26pr%3d0%26ot%3d0%26creative%3d%26ag%3d0%26hc%3d0%26pc%3d%26blackwhite%3d%26cutout%3d%26tbar%3d1%2
6et%3d0x000000000000000000000%26vp%3d0%26loc%3d0%26imgt%3d0%2
6dtfr%3d%26dtto%3d%26size%3d0xFF%26archive%3d1%26groupid%3d%26pseudoid%3d%26a%3d%26cdid%3d%26cdsrt%3d%26name%3d%26qn%3d%26a
palib%3d%26apalic%3d%26lightbox%3d%26gname%3d%26gtype%3d%26xstx%3d0%26simid%3d%26saveQry%3d%26editorial%3d1%26nu%3d%26t%3d%26edoptin%3d%26customgeoip%3d%26cap%3d1%26cbstore%3d1%26vd%3d0%26lb%3d%26fi%3d2%26edrf%3d0%26ispremium%3d1%26flip%3d0%26pl%3d
[22]
VASILY FEDOSENKO/REUTERS / Alamy Stock Photo,
10 December 2012, Background Image with watermarks, Alamy.com, https://www.
alamy.com/a-woman-feeds-a-squirrel-during-a-cold-day-in-a-park-as-temperatureon-monday-dropped-to-around-minus-7-degrees-celsius-194-degrees-fahrenheit-in-minsk-december-10-2012-reutersvasily-fedosenko-belarus-tags-animals-society-tpx-images-of-the-day-image377851799.html?pv=1&stamp=2&imageid=63C
84805-8B02-4657-8AC4-9446F811E416&p=1323878&n=0&orientation=0&pn=1&searchtype=0&IsFromSearch=1&srch=foo%3Dbar%26st%3D0%26sortby%3D3%26qt%3DA%2520woman%2520feeds%2520a%2520squirrel%2520
during%2520a%2520cold%2520day%2520in%2520a%2520park%2520on%2520Monday.%26qt_raw%3DA%2520woman%2520feeds%2520a%2520squirrel%2520during%2520a%2520cold%2520day%2520in%2520a%2
520park%2520on%2520Monday.%26qn%3D%26lic%3D3%26edrf%3D0%26mr%3D0%26pr%3D0%26aoa%3D1%26creative%3D%26videos%3D%26nu%3D%26ccc%3D%26bespoke%3D%26apalib%3D%26ag%3D0%26hc%3D0%26et%3D0x000000000000000000000%26vp%3D0%26loc%3D0%26
ot%3D0%26imgt%3D0%26dtfr%3D%26dtto%3D%26size%3D0xFF%26blackwhite%3D%26cutout%3D%26archive%3D1%26name%3D%26groupid%3D%26p
seudoid%3D1335310%26userid%3D%26id%3D%26a%3D%26xstx%3D0%26cbstore%3D1%26resultview%3DsortbyRelevant%26lightbox%3D%26gname%3D%26gtype%3D%26apalic%3D%26tbar%3D1%26pc%3D%26simid%3D%26cap%3D1%26customgeoip%3D%26vd%3D0%26cid%3D%26pe%3D%26so%3D%26lb%3D%
26pl%3D0%26plno%3D%26fi%3D0%26langcode%3Den%26upl%3D0%26cufr%3D%26cuto%3D%26howler%3D%26cvrem%3D0%26cvtype%3D0%26cvloc%3D0%26cl%3D0%26upfr%3D%26upto%3D%26primcat%3D%26seccat%3D%26cvcategory%3D*%26restriction%3D%26collectiontype%3D%26random%3D%26ispremium%3D1%26flip%3D0%26contributorqt%3D%26plgalleryno%3D%26plpublic%3D0%26viewaspublic%3D0%26isplcurate%3D0%26imageurl%3D%26saveQry%3D%26editorial%3D1%26t%3D0%26filters%3D0
[23]
dpa/dpa picture alliance / Alamy Stock Photo, 3 January 2003, Background
Image with watermarks, Alamy.com, https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo-dpaneptun-descends-into-the-4-degrees-celsius-cold-water-of-the-lake-53727802.
html?pv=1&stamp=2&imageid=D199FF93-9746-4042-BA3C-85ABB-
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D050361&p=173981&n=0&orientation=0&pn=1&searchtype=0&IsFromSearch=1&srch=foo%3dbar%26st%3d0%26pn%3d1%26ps%3d100%26sortby%3d3%26resultview%3dsortbyRelevant%26npgs%3d0%26qt%3dNeptun%2520descends%2520into%2520the%25204%2520degrees%2520Celsius%2520cold%26qt_raw%3dNeptun%2520descends%2520into%2520the%25204%2520degrees%2520
Celsius%2520cold%26lic%3d3%26mr%3d0%26pr%3d0%26ot%3d0%26creative%3d%26ag%3d0%26hc%3d0%26pc%3d%26blackwhite%3d%26cutout%3d%26tbar%3d1%26et%3d0x000000000000000000000%26vp%3d0%
26loc%3d0%26imgt%3d0%26dtfr%3d%26dtto%3d%26size%3d0xFF%26archive%3d1%26groupid%3d%26pseudoid%3d1335310%26a%3d%26cdid%3d
%26cdsrt%3d%26name%3d%26qn%3d%26apalib%3d%26apalic%3d%26lightbox%3d%26gname%3d%26gtype%3d%26xstx%3d0%26simid%3d%26saveQry%3d%26editorial%3d1%26nu%3d%26t%3d%26edoptin%3d%26customgeoip%3d%26cap%3d1%26cbstore%3d1%26vd%3d0%26lb%3d%26fi%3d2%26edrf%3d0%26ispremium%3d1%26flip%3d0%26pl%3d
[24]
mainpicture / Alamy Stock Photo, 21 August 2015, Background Image
with watermarks, Alamy.com, https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo-wimbledon-london-england-22-august-2015-with-temperatures-today-in-86624509.
html?pv=1&stamp=2&imageid=A8D965E2-DDC2-47D7-BB38-E6D5BC45F9CA&p=77409&n=0&orientation=0&pn=1&searchtype=0&IsFromSearch=1&srch=foo%3dbar%26st%3d0%26pn%3d1%26ps%3d100%26sortby%3d3%26resultview%3dsortbyRelevant%26npgs%3d0%26qt%3dWimbledon%2520London%2520England%252022%2520August%25202015%26qt_
raw%3dWimbledon%2520London%2520England%252022%2520August%25202015%26lic%3d3%26mr%3d0%26pr%3d0%26ot%3d0%26creative%3d%26ag%3d0%26hc%3d0%26pc%3d%26blackwhite%3d%26cutout%3d%26tbar%3d1%26et%3d0x000000000000000000000%26vp%3d0%26l
oc%3d0%26imgt%3d0%26dtfr%3d%26dtto%3d%26size%3d0xFF%26archive%
3d1%26groupid%3d%26pseudoid%3d1335310%26a%3d%26cdid%3d%26cdsrt%3d%26name%3d%26qn%3d%26apalib%3d%26apalic%3d%26lightbox%3d%26gname%3d%26gtype%3d%26xstx%3d0%26simid%3d%26saveQry%3d%26editorial%3d1%26nu%3d%26t%3d%26edoptin%3d%26customgeoip%3d%26cap%3d1%26cbstore%3d1%26vd%3d0%26lb%3d%26fi%3d2%26edrf%3d0%26ispremium%3d1%26flip%3d0%26pl%3d
[25]
ZUMA Press/ZUMA Press, Inc. / Alamy Stock Photo,
14 February 2019, Background Image with watermarks, Alamy.com, https://www.
alamy.com/sheffield-uk-15th-feb-2019-a-couple-seen-walking-through-a-pathwayduring-a-hot-day-at-the-botanical-gardens-in-sheffieldgreat-britain-experiences-unusual-temperatures-with-the-thermometer-reached-14-degrees-celsius-met-office-warning-the-high-temperatures-will-continue-by-end-of-next-week-credit-ioannis-alexopoulossopa-imageszuma-wirealamy-live-news-image236524271.
html?pv=1&stamp=2&imageid=C8B85692-9AC5-4F5F-BC8E-D92E1DBAC18A&p=151045&n=0&orientation=0&pn=1&searchtype=0&IsFromSearch=1&srch=foo%3dbar%26st%3d0%26pn%3d1%26ps%3d100%26sortby%3d3%26resultview%3dsortbyRelevant%26npgs%3d0%26qt%3dA%2520couple%2520seen%2520walking%2520through%2520a%2520%2520pathway%2520during%2520a%2520hot%2520day%2520at%2520the%2520Botanical%2520Gardens%2520in%2520Sheffield%26qt_raw%3dA%2520couple%2520seen%2520walking%2520through%2520a%2520%2520p
athway%2520during%2520a%2520hot%2520day%2520at%2520the%2
520Botanical%2520Gardens%2520in%2520Sheffield%26lic%3d3%26mr%3d0%26pr%3d0%26ot%3d0%26creative%3d%26ag%3d0%26hc%3d0%26pc%3d%26blackwhite%3d%26cutout%3d%26tbar%3d1%26et%3d0x000000000000000000000%26vp%3d0%26loc%3d0%26imgt%3d0%26dtfr%3d%26dtto%3d%26size%3d0xFF%26archive%3d1%26groupid%3d%26pseudoid%3d1335310%26a%3d%26cdid%3d%26cdsrt%3d%26name%3d%26qn%3d%26apalib%3d%26apalic%3d%26light-
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box%3d%26gname%3d%26gtype%3d%26xstx%3d0%26simid%3d%26saveQry%3d%26editorial%3d1%26nu%3d%26t%3d%26edoptin%3d%26customgeoip%3d%26cap%3d1%26cbstore%3d1%26vd%3d0%26lb%3d%26fi%3d2%26edrf%3d0%26ispremium%3d1%26flip%3d0%26pl%3d
[26]
DANISH ISMAIL/REUTERS / Alamy Stock Photo, 24 December 2014, Background Image with watermarks, Alamy.com, https://www.alamy.com/a-man-rideshis-bicycle-on-a-cold-winter-morning-in-srinagar-december-24-2014-temperaturesin-srinagar-on-wednesday-dipped-to-38-degrees-celsius-2516-degrees-fahrenheit-according-to-indias-metrological-department-website-reutersdanish-ismail-indian-administered-kashmir-tags-environment-society-transport-image378809757.
html?pv=1&stamp=2&imageid=981290A4-D822-4D60-94C3-B4ADBCCFF4F0&p=1323564&n=0&orientation=0&pn=1&searchtype=0&IsFromSearch=1&srch=foo%3dbar%26st%3d0%26pn%3d1%26ps%3d100%26sortby%3d3%26resultview%3dsortbyRelevant%26npgs%3d0%26qt%3dA%2520
man%2520rides%2520his%2520bicycle%2520on%2520a%2520cold%2520%2520winter%2520morning%2520in%2520Srinagar.%2520%26qt_ra
w%3dA%2520man%2520rides%2520his%2520bicycle%2520on%252
0a%2520cold%2520%2520winter%2520morning%2520in%2520Srina
gar.%2520%26lic%3d3%26mr%3d0%26pr%3d0%26ot%3d0%26creative%3d%26ag%3d0%26hc%3d0%26pc%3d%26blackwhite%3d%26cutout%3d%26tbar%3d1%26et%3d0x000000000000000000000%26vp%3d0%
26loc%3d0%26imgt%3d0%26dtfr%3d%26dtto%3d%26size%3d0xFF%26archive%3d1%26groupid%3d%26pseudoid%3d1335310%26a%3d%26cdid%3d%26cdsrt%3d%26name%3d%26qn%3d%26apalib%3d%26apalic%3d%26lightbox%3d%26gname%3d%26gtype%3d%26xstx%3d0%26simid%3d%26saveQry%3d%26editorial%3d1%26nu%3d%26t%3d%26edoptin%3d%26customgeoip%3d%26cap%3d1%26cbstore%3d1%26vd%3d0%26lb%3d%26fi%3d2%26edrf%3d0%26ispremium%3d1%26flip%3d0%26pl%3d
[27]
dpa/dpa picture alliance archive / Alamy Stock Photo, 2 April 2010, Background Image with watermarks, Alamy.com, https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo-with-sunshine-and-temperatures-around-13-degrees-celsius-canoe-enthusiasts-54923218.html?pv=1&stamp=2&imageid=AF9BC258-8317-43EE-9B47-06A826
EE4943&p=191649&n=0&orientation=0&pn=1&searchtype=0&IsFromSearch=1&srch=foo%3dbar%26st%3d0%26pn%3d1%26ps%3d100%26sortby%3d3%26resultview%3dsortbyRelevant%26npgs%3d0%26qt%3dWith%2520sunshine%2520and%2520temperatures%2520around%252013%2520degrees%2520Celsius%2c%2520canoe%2520enthusiasts%2520kick%2520off%2520the%2520new%2520canoe%2520season.%26qt_raw%3dWith%2520sunshine%2520and%2520temperatures%2520around%252013%2520degrees%2520Celsius%2c%2520canoe%2520enthusiasts%2520kick%2520off%2520the%2520new%2520canoe%2520season.%26lic%3d3%26mr%3d0%26pr%3d0%26ot%3d0%26creative%3d%26ag%3d0%26hc%3d0%26pc%3d%26blackwhite%3d%26cutout%3d%26tbar%3d1%26et%3d0x000000000000000000000%26vp%3d0%26loc%
3d0%26imgt%3d0%26dtfr%3d%26dtto%3d%26size%3d0xFF%26archive%3d1%26groupid%3d%26pseudoid%3d1335310%26a%3d%26cdid%3d%26cdsrt%3d%26name%3d%26qn%3d%26apalib%3d%26apalic%3d%26lightbox%3d%26gname%3d%26gtype%3d%26xstx%3d0%26simid%3d%26saveQry%3d%26editorial%3d1%26nu%3d%26t%3d%26edoptin%3d%26customgeoip%3d%26cap%3d1%26cbstore%3d1%26vd%3d0%26lb%3d%26fi%3d2%26edrf%3d0%26ispremium%3d1%26flip%3d0%26pl%3d
[28]
Xinhua / Alamy Stock Photo, 6 June 2019, Background Image with
watermarks, Alamy.com, https://www.alamy.com/jammu-indian-controlledkashmir-17th-june-2019-vendors-sell-car-window-shades-in-jammu-the-winter-capital-of-indian-controlled-kashmir-june-17-2019-the-region-witnessed-intense-heat-wave-conditions-with-peak-temperature-over-42-degrees-celsiuscredit-stringerxinhuaalamy-live-news-image249367378.html?pv=1&stamp=2&im-
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ageid=DEE3B967-1DB2-4A32-A241-2661ACFDAB28&p=196110&n=0&orientation=0&pn=1&searchtype=0&IsFromSearch=1&srch=foo%3dbar%26st%3d0%26pn%3d1%26ps%3d100%26sortby%3d3%26resultview%3dsortbyRelevant%26npgs%3d0%26qt%3dVendors%2520sell%2520car%2520window%2520shades%2520in%2520Jammu%2c%2520the%2520winter%2520capital%2520of%2520%2520Indian%2520controlled%2520Kashmir%26qt_raw%3dVendors%2520sell%2520car%2520window%2520shades%2520in%2520Jammu%2c%2520the%2520winter%2520capital%2520of%2520%2520Indian%2520
controlled%2520Kashmir%26lic%3d3%26mr%3d0%26pr%3d0%26ot%3d0%26creative%3d%26ag%3d0%26hc%3d0%26pc%3d%26blackwhite%3d%26cutout%3d%26tbar%3d1%26et%3d0x000000000000000000000%26vp%3d0%26loc%3d0%26imgt%3d0%26dtfr%3d%26dtto%3d%26size%3d0xFF%26archive%3d1%26groupid%3d%26p
seudoid%3d1335310%26a%3d%26cdid%3d%26cdsrt%3d%26name%3d%26qn%3d%26apalib%3d%26apalic%3d%26lightbox%3d%26gname%3d%26gtype%3d%26xstx%3d0%26simid%3d%26saveQry%3d%26editorial%3d1%26nu%3d%26t%3d%26edoptin%3d%26customgeoip%3d%26cap%3d1%26cbstore%3d1%26vd%3d0%26lb%3d%26fi%3d2%26edrf%3d0%26ispremium%3d1%26flip%3d0%26pl%3d
[29]
amer ghazzal / Alamy Stock Photo, 29 April 2018, Background
Image with watermarks, Alamy.com, https://www.alamy.com/londonuk-30th-april-2018-pedestrians-brave-the-freezing-cold-lashing-rainand-gale-force-conditions-on-millenium-bridge-as-temperatures-drop-to-6-degrees-celsius-in-the-capital-credit-amer-ghazzalalamy-live-news-image182682661.
html?pv=1&stamp=2&imageid=E0652C35-7199-497C-A6C2-E8509B4C5B6E&p=92591&n=0&orientation=0&pn=1&searchtype=0&IsFromSearch=1&srch=foo%3dbar%26st%3d0%26pn%3d1%26ps%3d100%26sortby%3d3%26resultview%3dsortbyRelevant%26npgs%3d0%26qt%3dPedestrians%2520brave%2520the%2520freezing%2520cold%2520lashing%2520rain%2520and%2520gale%2520force%2520conditions%2520on%2520Millenium%2520Bridge.%26qt_raw%3dPedestrians%2520brave%2520the%2520freezing%2520cold%2520lashing%2520rain%2520and%2520gale%2520force%2520conditions%2520on%2520Millenium%2520Bridge.%26lic%3d3%26mr%3d0%26pr%3d0%26ot%3d0%26creative%3d%26ag%3d0%26hc%3d0%26pc%3d%26blackwhite%3d%26cutout%3d%26tbar%3d1%26et%3d0x000000000000000000000%26vp%3d0%26loc%3d0%26imgt%3d0%26dtfr%3d%26dtto%3d%26size%3d0xFF%26archive%3d1%26groupid%3d%26p
seudoid%3d1335310%26a%3d%26cdid%3d%26cdsrt%3d%26name%3d%26qn%3d%26apalib%3d%26apalic%3d%26lightbox%3d%26gname%3d%26gtype%3d%26xstx%3d0%26simid%3d%26saveQry%3d%26editorial%3d1%26nu%3d%26t%3d%26edoptin%3d%26customgeoip%3d%26cap%3d1%26cbstore%3d1%26vd%3d0%26lb%3d%26fi%3d2%26edrf%3d0%26ispremium%3d1%26flip%3d0%26pl%3d
[30]
FRANCOIS LENOIR/REUTERS / Alamy Stock Photo, 2 January 2016,
Background Image with watermarks, Alamy.com, https://www.alamy.com/participants-run-towards-the-waters-of-the-north-sea-during-the-annual-new-yearsplunge-event-in-ostend-belgium-january-2-2016-the-temperature-of-the-water-was11-degrees-celsius-518-degrees-fahrenheit-reutersfrancois-lenoir-image375458776.
html?pv=1&stamp=2&imageid=90ED56B5-90F0-4478-8EF8-214D83BAAB79&p
=1331241&n=0&orientation=0&pn=1&searchtype=0&IsFromSearch=1&srch=foo%3dbar%26st%3d0%26pn%3d1%26ps%3d100%26sortby%3d3%26resultview%3dsortbyRelevant%26npgs%3d0%26qt%3dParticipants%2520run%2520tow
ards%2520the%2520waters%2520of%2520the%2520North%2520Sea%2520during%2520the%2520annual%2520New%2520Year%e2%80%99s%2520plunge%25
20event.%26qt_raw%3dParticipants%2520run%2520towards%2520the%2520waters%2520of%2520the%2520North%2520Sea%2520during%2520the%2520annu-
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al%2520New%2520Year%e2%80%99s%2520plunge%2520event.%26lic%3d3%26mr%3d0%26pr%3d0%26ot%3d0%26creative%3d%26ag%3d0%26hc%3d0%26pc%3d%26blackwhite%3d%26cutout%3d%26tbar%3d1%26et%3d0x000000000000000000000%26vp%3d0%26loc%3d0%26imgt%3d0%26dtfr%3d%26dtto%3d%26size%3d0xFF%26archive%3d1%26groupid%3d%26pseudoid%3d1335310%26a%3d%26cdid%3d%26cdsrt%3d%26name%3d%26qn%3d%26apalib%3d%26apalic%3d%26lightbox%3d%26gname%3d%26gtype%3d%26xstx%3d0%26simid%3d%26saveQry%3d%26editorial%3d1%26nu%3d%26t%3d%26edoptin%3d%26customgeoip%3d%26cap%3d1%26cbstore%3d1%26vd%3d0%26lb%3d%26fi%3d2%26edrf%3d0%26ispremium%3d1%26flip%3d0%26pl%3d
[31]
GLEB GARANICH/REUTERS / Alamy Stock Photo, 6 February 2012,
Background Image with watermarks, Alamy.com, https://www.alamy.com/awoman-removes-snow-from-steps-while-people-walk-pass-as-the-air-temperature-reaches-about-minus-13-degrees-celsius-86-degrees-fahrenheit-in-kiev-february-6-2012-reutersgleb-garanich-ukraine-tags-environment-society-image377622339.
html?pv=1&stamp=2&imageid=F7575D1C-29A7-480C-8122-77AAA63E1E43
&p=1324050&n=0&orientation=0&pn=1&searchtype=0&IsFromSearch=1&srch=foo%3dbar%26st%3d0%26pn%3d1%26ps%3d100%26sortby%3d3%26resultview%3dsortbyRelevant%26npgs%3d0%26qt%3dA%2520woman%2520removes%2520snow%2520from%2520steps%2520
while%2520people%2520walk%2520pass.%26qt_raw%3dA%2520woman%2520removes%2520snow%2520from%2520steps%2520while%2520people%2520walk%2520pass.%26lic%3d3%26mr%3d0%26pr%3d0%26ot%3d0%26creative%3d%26ag%3d0%26hc%3d0%26pc%3d%26blackwhite%3d%26cutout%3d%26tbar%3d1%26et%3d0x000000000000000000000%26vp%3d0%
26loc%3d0%26imgt%3d0%26dtfr%3d%26dtto%3d%26size%3d0xFF%26archive%3d1%26groupid%3d%26pseudoid%3d1335310%26a%3d%26cdid%3d%26cdsrt%3d%26name%3d%26qn%3d%26apalib%3d%26apalic%3d%26lightbox%3d%26gname%3d%26gtype%3d%26xstx%3d0%26simid%3d%26saveQry%3d%26editorial%3d1%26nu%3d%26t%3d%26edoptin%3d%26customgeoip%3d%26cap%3d1%26cbstore%3d1%26vd%3d0%26lb%3d%26fi%3d2%26edrf%3d0%26ispremium%3d1%26flip%3d0%26pl%3d
[32]
DANIEL BECERRIL/REUTERS / Alamy Stock Photo, 27 December
2013, Background Image with watermarks, Alamy.com, https://www.alamy.
com/a-family-poses-for-a-photograph-with-a-snow-man-in-sierra-de-arteaga-december-27-2013-snow-fell-overnight-in-the-mexican-state-of-coahuila-and-the-mountains-in-the-area-received-about-30-cm-118-inches-of-snowwith-temperatures-dipping-between-minus-3-266-degrees-fahrenheit-and-minus-6-degrees-celsius-212-degrees-fahrenheit-according-to-local-media-reutersdaniel-becerril-mexico-tags-society-environment-image379059741.
html?pv=1&stamp=2&imageid=E33E1BC0-D586-4C23-A62B-8687EF16EBE4&p=1323563&n=0&orientation=0&pn=1&searchtype=0&IsFromSearch=1&srch=foo%3dbar%26st%3d0%26pn%3d1%26ps%3d100%26sortby%3d3%26resultview%3dsortbyRelevant%26npgs%3d0%26qt%3dA%2520family%2520poses%2520for%2520a%2520photograph%2520with%2520a%2520snow%2520man%2520in%2520Sierra%2520de%2520Arteaga.%26qt_
raw%3dA%2520family%2520poses%2520for%2520a%2520photograph%252
0with%2520a%2520snow%2520man%2520in%2520Sierra%2520de%2520Arteaga.%26lic%3d3%26mr%3d0%26pr%3d0%26ot%3d0%26creative%3d%26ag%3d0%26hc%3d0%26pc%3d%26blackwhite%3d%26cutout%3d%26tbar%3d1%26et%3d0x000000000000000000000%26vp%3d0%
26loc%3d0%26imgt%3d0%26dtfr%3d%26dtto%3d%26size%3d0xFF%26archive%3d1%26groupid%3d%26pseudoid%3d1335310%26a%3d%26cdid%3d%26cdsrt%3d%26name%3d%26qn%3d%26apalib%3d%26apalic%3d%26lightbox%3d%26gname%3d%26gtype%3d%26xstx%3d0%26simid%3d%26saveQry%3d%26editorial%3d1%26nu%3d%26t%3d%26e-
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doptin%3d%26customgeoip%3d%26cap%3d1%26cbstore%3d1%26vd%3d0%26lb%3d%26fi%3d2%26edrf%3d0%26ispremium%3d1%26flip%3d0%26pl%3d
[33]
SERGEI KARPUKHIN/REUTERS / Alamy Stock Photo, 13 March 2013,
Background Image with watermarks, Alamy.com, https://www.alamy.com/a-manstands-under-an-umbrella-during-a-snowfall-with-the-air-temperature-at-about-minus-9-degrees-celsius-158-degrees-fahrenheit-in-central-moscow-march-13-2013-reuterssergei-karpukhin-russia-tags-environment-image399330642.
html?pv=1&stamp=2&imageid=A7985DC1-8194-44E4-88FF-266C352092CC&p=13
84377&n=0&orientation=0&pn=1&searchtype=0&IsFromSearch=1&srch=foo%3dbar%26st%3d0%26pn%3d1%26ps%3d100%26sortby%3d3%26resultview%3dsortby
Relevant%26npgs%3d0%26qt%3dA%2520man%2520stands%2520under%2520an
%2520umbrella%2520during%2520a%2520snowfall.%26qt_raw%3dA%2520man%2520stands%2520under%2520an%2520umbrella%2520during%2520a%2520snowfall.%26lic%3d3%26mr%3d0%26pr%3d0%26ot%3d0%26creative%3d%26ag%3d0%26hc%3d0%26pc%3d%26blackwhite%3d%26cutout%3d%26tbar%3d1%2
6et%3d0x000000000000000000000%26vp%3d0%26loc%3d0%26imgt%3d0%2
6dtfr%3d%26dtto%3d%26size%3d0xFF%26archive%3d1%26groupid%3d%26pseudoid%3d1335310%26a%3d%26cdid%3d%26cdsrt%3d%26name%3d%26qn%3d%26apalib%3d%26apalic%3d%26lightbox%3d%
26gname%3d%26gtype%3d%26xstx%3d0%26simid%3d%26saveQry%3d%26editorial%3d1%26nu%3d%26t%3d%26edoptin%3d%26customgeoip%3d%26cap%3d1%26cbstore%3d1%26vd%3d0%26lb%3d%26fi%3d2%26edrf%3d0%26ispremium%3d1%26flip%3d0%26pl%3d
[34]
NAVESH CHITRAKAR/REUTERS / Alamy Stock Photo, 8 January 2013,
Background Image with watermarks, Alamy.com, https://www.alamy.com/nepalesepeople-warm-themselves-by-a-fire-during-a-cold-winter-morning-in-kathmandu-january-8-2013-nepals-meteorological-forecasting-division-mfd-said-capital-kathmanduexperienced-its-coldest-morning-in-three-years-with-the-temperature-dropping-to-07degree-celsius-33-degrees-fahrenheit-reutersnavesh-chitrakar-nepal-tags-society-environment-image377350501.html?pv=1&stamp=2&imageid=52BD2703-E0C2-4E5E
-B6F4-4D755EBC5D55&p=1328360&n=0&orientation=0&pn=1&searchtype=0&IsFromSearch=1&srch=foo%3dbar%26st%3d0%26pn%3d1%26ps%3d100%26sortby%3d3%26resultview%3dsortbyRelevant%26npgs%3d0%26qt%3dNepalese%2520people%2520warm%2520themselves%2520by%2520a%2520fire%2520during%2520a%2520cold%2520winter%2520morning%2520%2520in%2520Kathmandu.%26qt_
raw%3dNepalese%2520people%2520warm%2520themselves%2520by%2520a%2520fire%2520during%2520a%2520cold%2520winter%2520morning%2520%2520in%2520Kathmandu.%26lic%3d3%26mr%3d0%26pr%3d0%26ot%3d0%26creative%3d%26ag%3d0%26hc%3d0%26pc%3d%26blackwhite%3d%26cutout%3d%26tbar%3d1%26et%3d
0x000000000000000000000%26vp%3d0%26loc%3d0%26imgt%3d0%26dtfr%3d%26dtto%3d%26size%3d0xFF%26archive%3d1%26groupid%3d%26p
seudoid%3d1335310%26a%3d%26cdid%3d%26cdsrt%3d%26name%3d%26qn%3d%26apalib%3d%26apalic%3d%26lightbox%3d%26gname%3d%26gtype%3d%26xstx%3d0%26simid%3d%26saveQry%3d%26editorial%3d1%26nu%3d%26t%3d%26edoptin%3d%26customgeoip%3d%26cap%3d1%26cbstore%3d1%26vd%3d0%26lb%3d%26fi%3d2%26edrf%3d0%26ispremium%3d1%26flip%3d0%26pl%3d
[35]
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